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JAMAICA'

i W 26 OF 1881.

JU r3

A Law to Grant Temporary Aid to the Revenue.
\_22nd November, 18,81.] .
HERE AS it is necessary to make farther provision for
w the expenses o f the service of the Civil Government of
the Island, and for other purposes for the two financial years
to end on the 30th day of September, 1882 :

Preamble,

Be it enacted by
Council of
v the Governor and Legislative
O
the Island of Jamaica as follows :—
1 --O n and after the twenty-second day of November One Rum D uty in.
.
creased by 3s. per
Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty-one, all rum as defined gallon,
by The Rum Duty Law, 1878, liable under the Laws hereto
fore and now in force-to a duty of five shillings for every
imperial gallon, and on which the said duty has not been
paid before the said day shall be liable to and charged with,
in addition to the said duty of five shillings, an additional
duty of three shillings for every imperial gallon ; and the said
additional duty shall be levied upon all such rum as aforesaid
in the same manner and under the same powers and provi
sions, and shall be enforceable by the same penalties, and
shall be paid at the same time and together with the said
duty of five shillings aforesaid.
#

2

On and after t h e twenty-second day of November One
Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty-one, there shall be raised,
levied, collected and paid over and above the several duties set
forth in the Schedule of Import Duties in the Law No. 11 of
1867, entitled “ A Law for laying a Tax- on Imports, Exports
and the Tonnage o f Vessels,” upon and in respect of every
article liable to duty under the said Schedule, imported into
this Island, and on which the duties under the said Law shall
not have been paid prior to the said day, and imported or to be

import Duties increaaed ten per cent.

2

[Ch. 26.]

A L a w to G ra n t T em porary A id to the R evenue.

imported on and after that day, an additional duty after the
rate of Ten Pounds for every One Hundred Pounds, and so
in proportion foi; a greater or less sum, on the duty imposed
on each such article in the said Schedule.
Collection of in
creased Import
Duties.

3— The duties under the last preceding Section shall he
levied, collected, recovered and received by the Officers of
the Customs under the Kegulations, and by the means and
powers of the Acts of the Imperial Parliament, and the Acts
and Laws of this Island, passed or to he passed in relation to
the Customs, under and by which the duties imposed by the
said Law No. 11 of 1867 are or may he levied, collected, re
covered and received.

Duration Clause.

4— This Law shall continue and he in force until the
twenty-first day of November One Thousand Eight Hundred
and Eighty-two,
.-

J A M A IC A — L A W 27 OF 1881.
The Turks and Caicos Islands and the Cayman Islands Divorce

,

Law 1881.

[5th December,1881.~\
"YTTTIEKEAS it is expedient to extend the jurisdiction of the
’ * Supreme Court of Judicature as a Court for divorce and
matrimonial causes to the Turks and Caicos Islands, and to the
Cayman Islands :—

Preamble.

Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council o f the Island of Jamaica :—
1— Erom and after the passing of this Law, the jurisdiction
and powers o f the Supreme Court of Judicature in divorce
and matrimonial causes shall extend to the Turks and Caicos
Islands, and to the Cayman Islands, as if the said Islands
formed part o f the Island §f Jamaica.

Jurisdiction of Su
preme Court in di
vorce and matri
monial causes ex
tended to Turks,
Caicos and Cayman.
Islands.

*

I

*

♦
••

» t

••

The Escheat Law, 1881, Amendment Law, i g f i .
fF

[5 ^ December,
HEREAS it is expedient to amend The Escheat Law, 1881:—
Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council of the Island of Jamaica:—

W

1— Sections nine

and eleven of the said Law are hereby
amended by substituting the words “ for the recovery of land”
for the words (i o f ejectment ” whenever the latter words
occur.

2— Section nine of the said

Preamble.

Amendment of Law
9 of 1881, Sections 9
and 11.

Law is further amended by in
serting the words lt the Crown or ” in the tenth line after the
words “ as i f ” and before the words u such person.”

Section 9 further
amended.

3—Section ten of the said Law is hereby amended by omit
ting the words “ the English papers,” and by substituting for
the same the words “ any newspaper or newspapers published
in England or elsewhere.”

Section 10 amended.

<

JAM AIC A—L A W 29 OF 1881.
The Agricultural Loans Law, 1881, Amendment Law, -1881,
[5M December, P « l |
B

HEKEAS it is expedient to amend the Agricultural Loans Preamble.
Law, 1881:
Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council of the Island of Jamaica :—
1— Section four of the said Law shall be and the same Law-t* of^issi,
is hereby amended by omitting the words “ neglects to apply Sectlon 4>amend<
the money advanced to such purposes,” in lines four and
five of the said Section, and by substituting for the same the
words u applies the money so advanced to any other use or
“ purpose than the purposes so specified,” and by omitting the
words “ or impairs ” in line eight of the said Section.

*

■

$

*

%

JAM AIC A—L A W 30 OF 1881.
A Law to enable the abolition o f the Office o f Churchwardens.

,

[23rd December 1881.']

HERE AS the continuance of thee appointment of Church
Church
wardens under Law 8 of 1866, Section 48, is necessaryonly in respect of those Parishes in which there is Church
property still remaining not vested in the Incorporated Lay
Body of the Church of England in Jamaica under Law 30 of
1870, Section 6, and it is desirable to provide for the vesting of
all property vested in the Churchwardens of any such Parish
in the Municipal Board of that Parish :—
Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council of the Island of Jamaica as follows

Preamble.

1— It shall be lawful for the Governor, in his discretion, toPower to the Go
vernor to cease to
cease to appoint Churchwardens for any Parish in which all appoint Church
wardens in certain
the Churches of the Communion of the Church of England Parishes.
shall have become vested in the Incorporated Lay Body of the
Church of England in Jamaica under or by virtue of Law 30
of 1870, or under or by virtue of any other law or otherwise.
A notification by command of the Governor published in
the Jamaica Gazette that all the Churches in any Parish have
become so vested shall be conclusive evidence thereof for the
purposes of this Law, but not for any other purpose.

Evidence of the
vesting of
Churches in the
Lay Body.

Power to the Go
2— It shall be lawful for the Governor, at any time after
vernor to vest Pa
notification that he elects to cease to appoint Churchwardens rochial property,
other than Church
for any Parish,
property, in the

by an order to vest in the Municipal Board of such
Parish, by its corporate name, all the property thereto
fore held by or vested in the Churchwardens of such
Parish under or by virtue of Law 8 of 1866, Sections 54

Municipal Board
of the P arish;

2

[Ch. 30.]

A Law to Abolish the Office o f Churchwardens.

and 55, tlie same not being property in which the Church
of England or any authority thereof hath any estate or in
terest, to he held by such Municipal Board for the like
purposes, and subject to the like trusts and conditions, if
any, as the same had theretofore been subject to, and
by an order, or by several ord ers from time to time, to vest
in the Incorporated Lay Body of the Church of England
in Jamaica, their successors and assigns, any property held
by the Churchwardens of such Parish in or to which the
Church of England, or any authority thereof, may be in
terested or entitled for any present future contingent or
other estate or interest whatsoever.

A n d Church pro-

Publication of
cesser to appoint
Churchwardens.

3—Every notification of the election to cease further to
appoint Churchwardens for any such Parish shall be published
in the Jamaica Gazette.

Publication o f

— Every vesting order made under this Law shall also be
published in the Jamaica Gazette, and shall be conclusive
evidence of the property having vested as stated in such order.

vesting orders.

4

JA M A IC A — L A W 31 OF 1881.

The Appropriation Taw, 1881-82.
[23rd December, 1881^]
HERE AS o f the amount of five hundred and seventy Preamble.
one thousand seven hundred and fifty two pounds, ten
shillings and two pence, required for the service of the Civil
Government o f the Island, and for other purposes, for the
Einancial Year to end on the thirtieth day o f September, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-two, the sum of two
hundred and forty thousand four hundred and sixty-three
pounds, thirteen shillings, has been provided for by Law, and
it is now requisite to make a further provision of three hun
dred and thirty-one thousand two hundred and eighty-eight
pounds, seventeen shillings and two pence, to meet the said
expenditure:—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
the Island of Jamaica as follows :—
1— The Treasurer of this Island shall, on the warrant o f
the Governor, pay a sum not exceeding in the aggregate
three hundred and thirty-one thousand two hundred and
eighty-eight pounds, seventeen shillings and two pence, for de
fraying the several charges and expenses of the Civil Govern
ment o f this Island, and for other purposes, for the Einancial
Year to end on the 30th day of September, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-two, set forth in the Schedule to this
Law annexed.

£331,288 17s. 2<L
appropriated as
per Schedule,

2

[Ch. 31.]

The Appropriation Law 1881-82.
SCHEDULE TO APPROPRIATION ACT.

Pensions
...
*
Administrative Departments
Revenue Departments ...
Postal Service
Judicial
Ecclesiastical
...
•ftft
Special Grant in aid of Churches
ftftft
Medical
ftft•
Constabulary
...
•ftft
Education
••ft
Harbour Masters
Colonial Allowances
•ft•
Steam Communication with U. S. America
Steam Communication round the Island
ft••
Subsidy to W. I. and Panama Telegraph Company
Printing and Stationery Establishment
ftftft
Public Plantations and Gardens
Jamaica Railway
Miscellaneous
Public Works
Parochial Expenditure
ft ft •

ft • •

Sn |

• ft •

ft ft ft

• • ft

• • ft

• ft'ft

• • ft

• ft ft

ft • •

€ ft •

€ ft •

Total General Expenditure
(

I

• • •

i

£
11,816
22,472
33,464
17,421
16,307
467
.3,000
. 60,701
49,742
26,055
378
4,649
4,200
2,400

2,000
6,629
5 285
13,181
3,649
55,124
. 2,343

s. d.

1 10
0 0
19 2
0 7
16 0
10 0
0 0
6 0
17 1
0 0
7 6
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
16 0
0 0
13 0
5 0
5 0
0 0

£331,288 17

•

2

J A M A IC A — L A W 32 OF 1881.
The Jury Law Amendment Law, 1881.
[23rd December, 1881.']
‘^^THEREAS it is expedient to amend Law 48 o f 1869 entitled Pream ble.
“ A Law to Regulate Juries” —
Re it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council o f the Island o f Jamaica as follows :—
Juries do medletato
1—
Erom and after the passing o f this Law an alien shall
linguae abolished.
not be entitled to be tried by a jury de medietate linguae, but
shall be triable in the same manner as if ho were a natural
born subject.
Also in Turks and
2—
The above Provision shall extend to the Turks and Caicos
Caifcos and Cayman
Islands and the Cayman Islands.
Islands.
£ 5 0 householders
3—
The Clerk o f the Municipal Board in each Parish, in pre
to be indicated on
paring the list o f persons qualified and liable to serve on Jury Lists and in
in Special
Juries required to be prepared by Section 3 o f Law 48 o f 1869, cluded
Jury Lists.
shall write, opposite to the name o f each person within the
Parish who is the occupier of any dwelling house, shop, store,
wharf, warehouse, office or place of business, o f the value o f
£50 a year or upwards, and who is rated accordingly to the
relief o f the poor, the words “ £50 h o u s e h o l d e r a n d the
Clerk o f the Supreme Court shall and he is hereby required
and directed, under the penalty provided by Section 5 o f Law 48
o f 1869, to enter into the book required to bo kept by him
under the Provisions o f the said Section, as amended by
Section 28 o f Law 35 o f 1872, a separate list, to be called
the “ Special Jury List” for each Parish, of the names in
alphabetical order as well o f persons noted as above provided
as “ £50 householders ” as of Justices of the Peace as required
by the above-mentioned Section; and the said lists shall be
deemed to be the Special Jury Lists for the different Parishes
respectively for the ensuing year to all intents and purposes.
£ 5 0 householders
4— Nothing in the preceding Section shall be deemed to
not exempt from
exempt persons noted as above provided as “ £50 house service as Common
holders” from having their names inscribed in the Common J urors.
Jury List, or from serving on Common Juries.

%

%

*

JA M A IC A — L A W 33 OF 1881.
The Dower Law, 1881.
23rd December, 1881.]
E it enacted by tlie Governor and Legislative Council of Preamble,
the Island o f Jamaica as follows :—
1— The word “ Land” as used in this Law shall extend to “ Land” defined,
all messuages and other hereditaments, whether corporeal
or incorporeal, which are now liable to dower, and to any
share thereof.
2— When a husband shall die beneficially entitled to any
W idow ’s dower in
respect of land to
land for an interest which shall not entitle his widow to which her husband
was beneficially in
dower out o f the same at law, and such interest, whether terested at his death.
wholly equitable or partly legal and partly equitable, shall
be an estate of inheritance in possession, or equal to an
estate o f inheritance in possession, (other than an estate in
joint tenancy,) then his widow shall be entitled in equity to
dower out of the same land.
3 —When a husband shall have been entitled to a right o f W idow’s dower in
..
.
i
i
li *
in i
respect of land as
entry or action in any land, and his widow would be entitled to which her husto dower out of the same if he had recovered possession en^or^tionJ1*°f
thereof, she shall be entitled to dower out of the same
although her husband shall not have recovered possession
thereof, provided that such dower be sued for or obtained
within the period during which such right of entry or action
might
O be enforced.
4—

wi dow shall be entitled to dower out of any land which

N o dowor in respect

shall have been absolutely disposed of by her husband in his life- b

y

°

time, .or by his will.
5 —A ll partial estates and interests, and all charges created by
any disposition or will of a husband, and all debts, incumbrances,
contracts and engagements, to which his land shall be subject or
liable, shall be valid and effectual as against the right of his widow

to dower.

Certain interests
charges and con
tracts valid as
against dower.

f

2
Dower barred by
declaration in
deed.

Dower barred by
declaration in hasband’s will.

Dower subject to
conditions, &c.t
declared by will.

Effect of devise to
widow upon her
dower rights.

Effect of bequest
in favor oE widow
upon her dower
rights.

As to contracts not
to bar dower.

As to priority oE
logaciosin satisfaction of dower.

Certain dower
rights abolished.

The Dower Law , 1881.

[Ch . 33.]

6— A widow shall not be entitled to dower out of any land of
her husband when in the deed by which such land was conveyed
to him, or by any deed executed by him, it shall be declared that
his widow shall not be entitled to dower out of such land.

/ —A widow shall not be entitled to dower out of any land of
which her husband shall die wholly or partially intestate when, by
the will of her husband, he shall declare his intention that she shall
not be entitled to dower out of such land, or out of any of liis land.

8—

The right of a widow’ to dower shall be subject to any con
ditions, restrictions or directions, which shall be declared by the
will of her husband.

9—

Where a husband shall devise any land out of which his
widow would be entitled to dower if the same were not so devised,
or any estate or interest therein, to or for the benefit of his widow,
such widow shall not be entitled to dower out of or in any laud of
her said husband, unless a contrary intention shall be declared by
his will.

10 —

No gift or bequest made by any husband to or for the benefit
of his widow of or out of his personal estate, or of or out of any of
his land not liable to dower, shall defeat or prejudice her right
to dower, unless a contrary intention shall be declared by his will.

11 —

Provided always that nothing in this Law contained shall
prevent any Court of equitable jurisdiction from enforcing any
covenant or agreement entered into by or on the part of any hus
band not to bar the right of his widow to dower out of his lands,
or any of them.

12— Nothing
in this Law contained shall interfere with any rulo
O
of equity, or of any Ecclesiastical Court, by which legacies be
queathed to widows in satisfaction of dower are entitled to priority
over other legacies.
No widow shall hereafter be entitled to dower ad ostium
ccclesicey or dower ex asseusu patris.
13—

14 —Nothing in this Law shall extend to the dower of any widow
as to pafit'trausac- who shall have been married before the passing of this Law out of
tions.
any lands of which her husband was seised -Ht-thc-rimo of hor-nmrrittge, and out of which she had a prospective right to dower at the
0
time of the passing of this Law ; nor shall anything herein extend
to give to any will, deed, contract, engagement or charge, executed,
entered into or created before the passing of this Law, any force or
effect which the same would not have had if this Law had not been
passed.

Reservation of ac
quired rights, and

Q

4/

JAM AICA— L A W 34 OF 1881.
The Reformatories and Industrial Schools Law, 1881.

,

W

0 [31st December 1881.~\
HEREAS it is expedient to consolidate and amend the
Laws relating* to Reformatories and Industrial Schools :

Preamble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of the
Island of Jamaica as follows :—
1— The Acts and Laws enumerated in the Eirst Schedule to
this Act shall be and the same are hereby repealed:—
Provided always that such repeal shall not affect the past
operation of the Act sand Laws hereby repealed, or any right or
title acquired thereunder, or any penalties or liabilities
incurred under the same, or any right of procedure in respect
thereof.

Repeal of A cts in
First Schedule.

2—The following words and expressions as used in this
Law shall, unless the context requires them to be construed
differently, have the following significations :—

Interpretation.

The expression “ Government Industrial School” shall
mean an Industrial School established under Section
four of this Law.

“ Government In 
dustrial School.,,

The expression “ Certified Industrial School” shall mean
an Industrial School certified under Section five of this
Law.

“ Certified Indus
trial School.”

The expression “ Industrial School” shall mean indiffer
ently a Government Industrial School or a certified
Industrial School, as above explained.

“ Industrial
School.”

The word “ School” shall mean an Industrial School.

“ School.”

The expression “ Criminal Children” shall mean children
apparently above the age of ten, and below the age
of sixteen, duly convicted of any crime punishable with

“ Criminal Child
ren.”

2

[Ch. 34.]

The Beformatories and Industrial Schools Law .

penal servitude, or imprisonment with hard labour
u Superintendent.”

without the option o f a fine.
“ Superintendent” shall mean the person for the time
being having the ch ief care and management o f any
Reform atory or School.

3—

Reformatory at
Stony H ill to be a
Reformatory for
Boys for purposes
o f this Law.

Prom and after the passing o f this Law, and until the
Governor shall otherwise order by notice to be published in
the Jamaica Gazette, the Reform atory at Stony H ill shall be,
and be deemed to be to all intents and purposes, a Reform atory
for Boys within the meaning o f this Law.

Power to Governor
to erect separate
Reformatory for
Girls.

As soon as may be after the passing of this Law, when funds
shall be provided for the purpose by the Legislative Council,
it shall be law ful for the Governor to procure, or cause to be
erected, suitable buildings and premises, separate and distinct
from the said Institution at Stony H ill, to be a Reform atory
for Girls, and to appoint a SujDerintendent and proper offi
cers and servants to take charge of, manage and superintend

Power to Governor
to declare premises
a Reformatory for
Boys or Girls as
the case may be.

the same.
As soon as such Reform atory for Girls and whenever from
time to time any other suitable buildings and premises shall
have been provided for the reception, maintenance, education
and detention, o f criminal children sent thither under the
Provisions o f this Law\ and a Superintendent and proper
officers and servants appointed to take charge of manage and
superintend the same to the satisfaction o f the Governor, it
shall be law ful for the Governor, by order published in the
Jamaica Gazette, to declare the same, and the same shall
thenceforth be, and be deemed to be to all intents and purposes,
a Reformatory for Boys or Girls, as the case may be, for the
purposes o f this Law : Provided always that until such
Reform atory for Girls shall have been established as aforesaid
all Girls orderedUnder the Provisions o f this Law to be
detained in a Reform atorv shall be taken to the said R efort/

matory at Stony H ill.
Power to Governor
to establish Indus
trial Schools in
neighbourhood of
Kingston and
Montego Bay.

4—

As soon as may be after the passing o f this Law, and

when funds for the purpose shall be provided by the Legisla
tive Council, it shall be law ful for the Governor to procure or
cause to be erected in some convenient place in the neigh
bourhood o f Kingston, and also in the neighbourhood o f M on-

The Reform atories and Indus’rial Schools Raw.

[Ch. 34.]

3

tego Bay, suitable buildings and premises to form Industrial
Schools for Boys respectively, and also suitable buildings and
premises to form Industrial Schools for Girls respectively, not
being in either case criminal children within the meaning of
this Law, and to appoint a Superintendent for each such
School, and proper officers and servants to take charge of,
manage and superintend the same.
As soon as from time to time any suitable building and
premises shall have been provided as aforesaid for the recep
tion, maintenance, education and detention, of children other
than criminal children sent thither under the Provisions of
this Law, and a Superintendent and proper officers and ser
vants appointed to take charge of manage and superintend
the same to the satisfaction of the Governor, it shall be lawful
for the Governor, by order published in the Jamaica Gazette,
to declare the same, and the same shall thenceforth be, and be
deemed to have been established as and to be to all intents
and purposes, a Government Industrial School for Boys or
Girls, as the case may be, for the purposes of this Law.
The Industrial Schools established as aforesaid in the neigh
bourhood of Kingston shall be the Industrial Schools for the
Parishes of Kingston, Saint Ann, Clarendon, Saint Catherine,
Saint Mary, Saint Andrew, Portland and Saint Thomas ; and
the Schools established as aforesaid in the neighbourhood
of
O
Montego Bay shall be the Industrial Schools for the Parishes
o f Hanover, Westmoreland, Saint James, Saint Elizabeth,
Trel&wny and Manchester.
Until such School shall have been established for Boys in the
neighbourhood
o f Kingston
as aforesaid all Boys
O
O
e/ wher would,“
under the Provisions o f this Law, have to be sent to such School
(if established) shall be sent to the Reformatory at Stony H ill;
and until an Industrial School for Girls has been established in
the neighbourhood o f Kingston all Girls liable, under the Pro
visions o f this Law, to be sent to such School (if established)
shall also be sent to the Reformatory at Stony H i l l ; and until a
Reformatory for Boys shall have been established in the
neighbourhood
o f Montego
Bay
liable,/ under the
O
O
C/ all Boys
v
Provisions o f this Law, to be sent to such School shall be sent
to the Industrial School for Boys
in the neighbourhood
of
v
O

Powor to Governor
to declare the same
a Government In 
dustrial School.

School o f K ingston
to be School for
certain parishes
and School at Mon
tego Bay for cer
tain other parishes.

Temporary provi
sions.
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Kingston, or (until such. School is established) to the Reforma
tory at Stony H ill; and until a Reformatory for Girls shall
have been established in the neighbourhood of Montego Bay
as aforesaid all Girls liable-, under the Provisions of this Law,
to be sent to such School (if established) shall be sent to the
Industrial School for Girls established in the neighbourhood
of Kingston, or (until such School is established) to the Re
formatory at Stony Hill.
Until Industrial Schools have been established as aforesaid
the Reformatory at Stony Hill shall-be deemed to be also an
Industrial School for both Boys and Girls within the meaning
of this Law for the purposes of this Section.
V

Power to Governor
on application of
Managers to cer
tify Industrial •
Schools.

v

5—It shall be lawful for the Governor, on the application
of the Managers of any School in which industrial training
is provided, and in which children are lodged, clothed and
fed, as well as taught, to have such School certified under this
Law, to direct the Inspector of Reformatories and Industrial
Schools to examine into the condition of the School, and its
fitness for the reception of children to ‘be sent there under
this Law, and to report to him thereon, and the Inspector shall
examine and report accordingly.
The Governor in Privy Council, if satisfied with such re
port, may certify that the School is fit for the reception of
children to be sent there under this Law, and thereupon the
School shall be deemed an Industrial School for the purposes
of this Law : Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, at any time, to withdraw such certificate.
Provided also that it shall be lawful for the Managers at
any time to resign such certificate, on giving the Governor
six months’ notice of their intention to do so.
When any such certificate has b^en granted, withdrawn or
resigned, notice thereof shall be published in the Jamaica
Gazette.
Anv certificate granted as aforesaid shall state the number
and sex of the children for which it is certified.
v
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Children between
10 and 16 convict
ed of certain
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G—Where a child apparently under the age of sixteen but
above the a<?e
O of ten shall be convicted on indictment, or in a
summary manner, of any offence punishable with penal ser
vitude, or imprisonment with hard labour without the option
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o f a fine, it shall he lawful for the Court or Justices before
whom such child is tried, iustead o f any sentence o f penal
servitude or imprisonment, to order such child to be sent to
a Reformatory, there to be detained until he or she shall
have attained the age
O of sixteen vyears.
7 -A n y person may, and every; Police Constable shall on
being required to do so by any person, bring before two Jus
tices any child apparently under the age of sixteen years that
comes within any o f the following descrijDtions, viz :—

Classes o f children,
to be sent to I n 
dustrial School.

That is found begging or receiving alms, (whether actually
or under the pretext o f selling or offering for sale any
thing,) or being in any street or public place for the
purpose o f so begging or receiving alm s;
That is found wandering and not having any home or
settled place o f abode, or proper guardianship or visible
means o f subsistence;
That is found destitute, either being an orphan, or hav
ing a surviving parent who is undergoing penal servi
tude or im prisonm ent;
That frequents the company o f reputed thieves ;
That is habitually left by its parents or guardians with
out proper supervision, or means o f subsistence, or
treated by them with cruelty.
And it shall be lawful for any Justice, on it being made to
appear to him that any child as aforesaid not brought before
him comes within any o f the foregoing descriptions, to issue
his warrant, directed to any Police Constable or Constables, (in
which warrant such child may be described by name or
otherwise,) empowering and directing him or them to take
such child and bring it before any two Justices.
8— Any member o f a Municipal Board may, and any per
son appointed by any Municipal Board to administer or dis
tribute the fund set apart for the relief o f the poor shall, in
like manner bring before two Justices any child apparently
under the age aforesaid, whom such member or person afore
said may have found to be in such destitute circumstances
that he is, and is likely to be, a charge on the funds set apart
for the relief o f the poor for his maintenance and support.

Power to M unici
pal Boards to bring
certain children
before Justices.

c
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Power to Jnstices
to send child to
Industrial School,

9—
When any child shall be brought before any Justices as
aforesaid such Justices shall enquire into the case, and i f
satisfied that the child is under the said age, and comes within
one or other o f the foregoing descriptions, and that it is expe
dient to deal with him under this Law, they may order him to
be sent to and detained in an Industrial School.
In case such Justices shall deem it expedient to remand
such child for further enquiry, it shall be lawful for them to
remand him from time to time to any convenient place o f
security they may choose to name in the order o f remand.

or to remand the
case for further
enquiry.

Justices may send
to a School anyj
child at the instance of its parent
who cannot control
the sam e;
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10— W here the parent, or step-parent or guardian, of a child
apparently under the age o f fourteen years, represents to two
Justices that he is unable to control the child, and that he
desires that the child be sent to an Industrial School under
this Law, the Justices, if satisfied on enquiry that it is expedi
ent to deal with the child under this Law, may order him to be
sent to an Industrial School.
The Justices shall, at the same time, examine the parent or
other person making application as aforesaid as to the contri
bution he can afford to make towards the maintenance o f such
child in the Industrial School, and shall, at the time o f making
the order aforesaid, make an order ordering such parent or
other person to make such weekly payment towards the main
tenance o f such child, not exceeding the sum of five shillings
per week, as may in their judgment be within the ability o f
such parent or other person.
Any sum ordered to be paid as aforesaid shall be payable and
recoverable, and shall be applied, in the same way as any sum of
money ordered to be paid under Section twenty-nine of this Law.
#

in such case to
make order on pa
rent for contribu
tion.

''

Power to send cortain criminal chil
dren under ten to
Industrial School.
S

Notice to be given
to certain officers

11—
When a child apparently under the age o f ten years
shall be charged with any offence punishable with penal ser
vitude, or imprisonment with hard labour without the option
of a fine, it shall be lawful for the Justices before whom such
child is charged, i f satisfied o f the guilt of such child, and that
it is expedient to send such child to an Industrial School instead
of committing such child for trial or convicting him, to order
such child to be sent to and detained in an Industrial School.
12—

Whenever any child is ordered to be detained in a

[Reformatory
* the Clerk of the Court or Justices making
O the
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order o f detention shall cause notice thereof to he forthwith
. given to the Collector or Assistant Collector of Taxes for the
Parish; and whenever any child is ordered to he detained in
an Industrial School the same officer shall cause notice there
o f to he forthwith given to the Clerk of the Municipal Board
o f the Parish.
Such Collector or Clerk as aforesaid shall forthwith cause
enquiries to he made as to whether there is any person liable
by law to maintain such child; and if any such person shall he
found the said Collector or Clerk shall at once take proceed
ings against him under Section twenty-nine of this Law.

when child is sent
to Reformatory or
School.
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13—
The order o f the Court or Justices sending a child to Form
a of order of
detention.
Reformatory or an Industrial School (referred to in this Law
as the Order of Detention) shall he in writing, signed hv the
Court or Justices, and shall he in one or other of the forms given
in the Second Schedule to this Law, or to the like effect, as
the case may be.
The production of such Order, or a certified copy thereof, Effect of order.
shall he sufficient evidence of the authority to detain such
child in such Reformatory or School until such child shall
attain the age of sixteen years.
The reception of the child by the Managers o f any School Reception o f child
by Managers of ‘
certified under Section five of this Law shall he deemed to be Certified School to
be deemed an un
an undertaking by them to teach, train, clothe, lodge and feed, dertaking by them.
him until he shall arrive at the age of sixteen years, or until
the withdrawal or resignation of the certificate of the School
takes effect, or until the contribution of money under Section
twenty-seven of this Law towards the custody and maintenance
o f the children detained in School is discontinued, whichever
shall first happen.
14— In anv Order made as aforesaid the Court or Justices
shall, to the best of their ability, state the age that they consider
and adjudge the child named therein to he, and thereupon
such child shall for all the purposes of this Law he deemed
conclusively to he o f the age that he is so adjudged to he.
v

M
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eform atory
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Justices in order
o f detention to
state age of child*
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15— All Reformatories and all Government Industrial Reformatories and
Schools to be sub
Schools shall be subject to such Rules and Regulations as the ject to Regulations.
Governor may from time to time make respecting the same;
•

*

/
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and all Certified Industrial Schools shall be subject to sucli
Rules and Regulations as the Managers thereof shall from
time to time, with the consent and approval of the Governor,
make; and provision shall he made by such Regulations (inter
alia) for the punishment, corporal and otherwise, of the child
ren detained in any such Reformatory or School, and for the
maintenance of proper discipline therein.
Governor to ap
point Inspector of
Reformatories and
Schools.

16—It shall be lawful for the Governor to appoint some fit
and proper person to be Inspector of Reformatories and
Industrial Schools, who shall hold office during pleasure;
and such Inspector is hereby empowered and required from
time to time, whenever he shall deem fit,
1. To visit and inspect all such Reformatories and Schools
as may he established or certified under this or any
other Law of this Island;
2. To examine any persons holding any office or receiving
any salary or emolument therein, and any children
sentenced or otherwise taken thereto under any Law;
3. To call for and examine all hooks, papers and documents,
in any way relating thereto ;
4. To enquire into all matters touching any child sentenced
or taken to any Reformatory or School, or otherwise
under the charge of the Superintendent of any Refor
matory or School, or touching any person employed
therein, either alone or in the presence of any other
persons whom such Inspector may select for the pur
pose.

Inspector to make
Annual Roport,

Governor to ap
point Board of
Visitors to Refor
matories and
■Schools.

17 __The Inspector o f Reformatories and Industrial Schools
shall, once at least in each year, make a report in writing to
the Governor touching the state and condition o f all R efor
matories and Industrial Schools in the Island.
18— The Governor shall appoint for each Reform atory and
Government Industrial School under this Law a Board o f
Visitors, any two o f whom shall form a quorum, and who shall
have in respect o f the Reform atory or School o f which they
are the Visitors the same powers as are conferred on the I n 
spector o f Reformatories and Industrial Schools, and shall
from time to time report to the Governor upon the state o f
such Reform atory or School.
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Minister o f R e li
19— A Minister o f the Religious Persuasion specified in the
gion may visit
Order o f Detention as that to which the child appears to belong children.
may visit the child at the Reformatory or School, on such days
and at such times as are from time to time fixed by Regula
tions made by the Governor, for the purpose of instructing
him in religion.
Children may be
20—
The Superintendent of any Reformatory or School
let out on license.
may, at any time after any child has been detained therein
for twelve months, by license under his hand, permit him to
live with any trustworthy and respectable person, named in
the license, who may be willing to receive and take charge of
him, and to enter into arrangements, with or without security,
to the satisfaction o f such Superintendent to provide such
child with proper food, medical attendance, clothing and
lodging and wages.
Any license so granted shall not be in force for more than Duration o f li
cense.
twelve months, but may at any time before its expiration be
renewed for a further period not exceeding twelve months
to commence from the expiration of the previous period, and
-so from time to time until the child is entitled to be released
from the Reformatory or School.
Any such license may also be revoked at any time by the License may be re
voked.
Superintendent o f the Reformatory or School, by writing
under his hand, and thereupon the child to whom the license
related may be required by him, by writing under his hand,
to return to the Reformatory or School.
A child escaping from the person with whom he is placed Child out on li
cense escaping.
under a license, or refusing to return to the Reformatory or
School on the revocation of his license, or at the expiration o f
the time allowed thereby, shall be deemed to have escaped
from the Reformatory or School.
I

21—

The Superintendent of any Reformatory or School may,
Superintendent o f
Reformatory or
at any time after a child has been one year therein, if he has School may ap
prentice children.
conducted himself well during such time, bind him apprentice
to any trade, calling or service, and every such binding shall
be valid and effectual to all intents and purposes : Provided
that no child be bound apprentice under this Section, except
by his or her own consent, for a period that shall expire after
lie or she hasjittained the age of eighteen°years.

10
Children not np-

pronticod to roport
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22— Any male child not having been apprenticed as aforc,

.
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thcuiHoiven to 8u. said shall, for a period of two years alter he shall have ceased

ItaVormotorv for

to he an inmato of any Reformatory, be deemed to be under

lwkTmg” ° l°r

the supervision of the Superintendent of such Reformatory,
and shall report to such Superintendent the place of his re
sidence and the nature of his occupation, and if ho shall
change the same any change thereof.

FetmUy.

And in case ho shall omit to comply with this Provision, or
shall fail to satisfy the said Superintendent that ho is earning
an honest livelihood,it shall be lawful for such Superintendent
to summon him before any District Court Judge, and if it shall
appear to such Judge that he lias failed to comply with the above
Provision, or that he is not carningan honest livelihood, it shall
bo lawful for the said Judge to commit him to prison as a vag
rant with hard labor for a period not exceeding three months.
Offences

at

School.

Child who wilfully
23— I f anv
Reformar child ordered to be detained in any
*
refute* or nogloot*
lory or Industrial School being above ten years of ago, and
to conform to
Bales.
whether lodging in the Reformatory or School or not, wilfully
0

W

•

w

#

persists in refusing or neglecting to conform to tho Rules o f
the School or Reformatory so that the maintenance of proper
discipline at such Reformatory or School is thereby endan
gered, he shall bo guilty of an offence against this Law, and
on summary conviction thereof before two Justices shall bo
w

liable,
Penalty.

if already
r ordered to be detained in a Reformatory,
* ' to be
imprisoned with or without hard labour for any term
*

not less than fourteen days or exceeding three months,
V

v j

or
if ordered to be detained in an Industrial School, to bo
detained in lieu thereof in a Reformatory for the resi
due of his term of detention.
Child escaping

24— I f any child ordered to be detained in any lleforma-

or>
ShoSi0rmat°r7 tory or School, whether lodging in the School itself or not,
escapes from the Reformatory or School, or from the custody
of the person with whom ho is licensed to live, he shall be
guilty of an offence against this Law. and may at any time
before the expiration of his period of detention be appre
hended without warrant, and
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may, if already ordered to be detained in a Reformato
ry, on summary conviction of the said offence before
two Justices, be ordered to be imprisoned with or with
out hard labour for any
€/ term not less than fourteen
days or exceeding three months, and if a male with or
without w hipping; or
if ordered to be detained in an Industrial School may,
i f above ten years o f age, be ordered to be detained
in a Reformatory for the residue o f his term of detention, and
if below ten years of age may, on conviction before any
Justice, be sent back to the Industrial School from
which he has escaped as aforesaid.
v

9

25—Whenever whipping shall be awarded under this Law Whipping,
the conviction shall specify the number o f strokes, not ex
ceeding twelve in the case of a child under fourteen, nor
twenty in any other case ; and the punishment shall be in
flicted with a light rod or cane.
26— I f anv person does any of the following things, that is Miscellaneous
x
offences. ..
t o say,—
1. Knowingly assists, directly or indirectly, any child or
dered to be detained in any Reformatory or Industrial
School, to escape therefrom ;
2. Directly or indirectly induces any such child to escape;
3. Knowingly harbours or conceals a child who has so
escaped, or prevents him from returning to such R e
formatory or School, or knowingly assists in so doing,
every such person shall be guilty of an offence against this Penalty.
Law, and shall on summary conviction thereof be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, or at the discretion of
the Justices to be imprisoned with or without hard labour
for any period not exceeding two months.

^

w

v

E x p e n s e s o e R e f o r m a t o r ie s

and

I n d u s t r ia l

Sch ools.

27— The expenses o f all Reformatories and Government
Industrial Schools, including the salaries o f the managing
officers and servants thereof, and the maintenance and cloth
ing o f the children therein, and o f their conveyance thereto,
and all other incidental expenses o f and in relation to the
same, shall be defrayed in the first instance by the Treasurer
out o f the Public Revenue of this Island.
A ll similar expenses in connection with Certified Schools shall
be borne in the first instance by the Managers thereof rospec-

Expcnses of R efor
matories and G ov
ernment Industrial
Schools to be paid
out o f General
Revenue,

O f Certified
Schools by Mana
gers |
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Provision in cer
tain cases for re
imbursement.
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tively : Provided always that tlie Treasurer shall pay to such
Managers such sum, per week, as shall he fixed from time to
time by the Governor in Privy Council, in respect of each
child that shall have been sent and shall he detained there
under the Provisions of this Law : Provided always that the
Treasurer shall be entitled to be reimbursed any money he
may have paid under this Section in the manner and to the
extent hereinafter provided.

Treasurer to bo re
imbursed in cer
tain cases by
Municipal Board.

28— The Treasurer shall be reimbursed any money he
may have paid as aforesaid, in respect of any child detained
in any Industrial School, at a rate to be from time to time fixed
by the Governor in Privy Council, per week, by the Munici
pal Board of the Parish from which such child shall have been
sent, out of the funds applicable to the relief of the poor for
such Parish.

Parents o f chil
dren liable to make
reimbursement.

29— The parent, step-parent or other person, for the time
being legally liable to maintain any child who may be de
tained in any Reformatory or Industrial School shall, if o f
sufficient ability, contribute to his maintenance and support
therein a sum not exceeding five shillings a week.

Manner of proce
dure.

With respect to any child detained in any Reformatory or
School, it shall be lawful

£

for any Collector or Assistant Collector of Taxes, or for
any person authorized in writing by him, or
for the Clerk or any member of the Municipal Board of
any Parish, or any officer appointed by such Board to
administer or distribute relief to the poor, in case
such Board is liable to make any contribution under
the Provisions of the next preceding Section in respect
of such child, or
for the Superintendent of any Reformatory or School in
which such child is detained, at any time during the
detention of such child,
to lay a complaint before two Justices having jurisdic
tion at the place where the parent step-parent or other per
son liable to maintain such child lives, and thereupon the said
Justices may, on summons to the parent step-parent or other
person liable as aforesaid, examine into his or her liability
and ability to make contribution in respect of such child as
aforesaid, and may if they think fit make an order on him or
her for the payment to the person making the complaint as
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aforesaid, or to some other person to be named in the order,
o f such weekly sum, not exceeding five shillings per week, as
to them seems reasonable, during the whole or any part of
the period for which such child shall be detained in the said
Reformatory or School.
It shall be lawful for the said Justices, or any other two
Justices of the said Parish, from time to time to vary any
order made as aforesaid.
Any sum paid under any order as aforesaid shall, if re
ceived by the Collector General, be credited by him to the
particular Reformatory or School where the child in respect
o f whom it is paid is detained, and if received by any Munieipal Board or officer thereof as aforesaid shall be carried to
the fund at the disposal of such Municipal Board for the
Telief of the poor.
The Governor may in his discretion remit the whole or any
part o f any sum ordered to be paid as aforesaid.
0t
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30— Proper provision shall be made in every Reformatory
Provision to bo
made for keeping
•and School for keeping children of opposite sexes wholly sexes apart.
distinct and separate.
0

31—
When any child shall be ordered to be detained inChild
a to be taken
to the nearest Re
Reformatory he shall with all convenient speed be taken, if form atory or
School
there be more than one Reformatory, to the nearest Reforma
tory ; and when any child shall be ordered to be detained in
an Industrial School lie shall (subject to the temporary Pro
visions contained in Section four) be taken to the Govern
ment Industrial School for the Parish: Provided that if there Proviso.
is a Certified Industrial School within a hundred miles of the
place where the order is made to detain him in a School, and
nearer than the Government Industrial School for the Parish
as aforesaid, he shall be sent to such Certified School, and shall
be received therein if there be room for him, and if not he
shall be taken to the Government Industrial School for the
Parish; and whenever more than one Reformatory or School
constituted or certified under this Law shall be in operation,
it shall be lawful for the Governor to transfer any child or
children from any Reformatory to any other, and from any
School to any other, as he may from time to time think fit.
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Governor to ap
point proper ser
vants, &c.

32— The Governor shall appoint all necessary and proper
officers and servants to manage and take care of any Reforma
tory or Government Industrial School under this Law, and
such officers and servants shall hold office during the pleasure
o f the Governor : Provided always that, until the Governor
shall otherwise order, the Superintendent and other officers
and servants at the Reformatory at Stony Hill shall con
tinue to hold their appointments as if the said Reformatory
had been constituted under this Law at the time of their
appointment.

Children at Stony
H ill to be kept
there.

Proviso.

Children to be
kept in Reforma
tory School till 16
but not after.

%
Children to bo re
turned to their
own Parish or
friends.
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33— The

#

*• •’ , -

—

#

children at present in the said Reformatory at
Stony Hill shall he kept therein, as though they had been
sent thithertunder this Law, until they shall respectively ar
rive at the asre
of sixteen years
:
o
*
Provided always that as soon as an Industrial School is
duly established or certified pursuant to the Provisions o f
Sections four or five of this Law, there shall be withdrawn
from the said Reformatory and placed in such School
all children that may be in such Reformatory at the
time of the passing of this Law, other than those who
have been directed to- be taken there under Section
sixteen of the Industrial Schools vAct, 1857, and Sec
tion two of the Reformatories Law, 1869, and also
all children that may have been since the passing o f
this Law ordered to be detained in an Industrial School.
34— Subject to the Provisions of the two following Sections
any child sent to a Reformatory or.School shall be detained
there until he arrives at the age of sixteen.
No child shall be detained in a Reformatory or in an Industrial School after he shall have reached the age of sixteen,
unless with his own consent in writing.
35— Proper provision shall be made for returning such
children as may be entitled to be released from any Reforma
tory or School to his or her own Parish or friends, in case he
or she shall not have been apprenticed as aforesaid; and for
this purpose it shall be lawful for the Superintendent of any
Reformatory or School to release any child therefrom at, or
to detain him or her therein for, any period not exceeding
six weeks before or after he or she is entitled to be released,
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should he he enabled thereby to avail himself of a favorable
opportunity of sending such child to his or her Parish or
friends.
36 The Governor may at any time order any child ordered
to be detained in any Reformatory or School to be discharged
therefrom, either absolutely or on such conditions as the
Governor may approve, and the child shall be discharged
accordingly.

Governor may re
lease from R eformatory or School,

37 ■A Coroner’s Inquest shall in every case be held whenever any child detained in a Reformatory or School shall die.

inquest on death o f
a detained child.

38— No summons, notice or order, made for the purpose of No summons, &c.,
void for want o f
carrying into effect the purposes of this Law, shall be mvali- form,
dated for want o f form only ; and the Forms in the Second
Schedule to this Law annexed, or forms to the like effect,
may be used in the cases to which they refer, with such varia
tions as circumstances may require.
39— The production of the warrant or order for the deten
tion o f a child in a Reformatory or Industrial School, with a
statement indorsed thereon or annexed thereto, purporting to
be signed by the Superintendent o f such Reformatory or
School, to the effect that the child named therein was duly
received into and is at the date of the signing thereof de
tained in the Reformatory or School, or has been otherwise
dealt with according to Law, shall in all iiroceedings relating
to such child be evidence of the identity of, and of the due
detention of, the child named in the warrant or order.

Production o f war
rant, etc., to be
evidence in certain
cases.

40—A copy o f the Rules of any Reformatory or Govern,
ment Industrial School purporting to be signed by the
Governor, and a copy of the Rules of any Certified Industrial
School purporting to be signed by the Managers thereof,
and to be signed by the Governor in token of his consent to
and approval of the same, shall be received in evidence in
any legal proceeding.

Certified copies
Rules, & c„ to be
evidence.

F ir s t

Schedule.

An Act passed in the twenty-first year of the reign of
Her present Majesty, Chapter forty-one.

of

[Cn. 34,"]
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An Act passed in the twenty-second year of the reign of
Her present Majesty, Chapter thirty-two.
An Act passed in the twenty-fifth year of the reign of
Her present Majesty, Chapter two.
Law 11 of 1869.
Law 30 of 1872.
Law 15 of 1S77.

Second Schedule .
F orm A.
O rder o r D etention

in

a

reformatory .

Jamaica ss.
To the Constable of
the Reformatory at

and to the Superintendent of
in the Parish of
*

A. B. late of
under the age of sixteen
years, to wit of the age of
years, was this day
duly convicted befoic the undersigned (one of the Judges of
the Supreme Court or a Judge of District Courts or two or
more of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace in and for the
Parish of
as the case may he) of an
offence punishable with penal servitude, (or imprisonment with
hard labor without the option of a fine) to wit, that he did &c.,
(here state the offence) and it was thereupon adjudged that the
said A. B. should, in stead of being sentenced to penal servitude
or imprisonment, for liis said offence be sent to a Reformatory,
there to be detained until he should arrive at the age o f
sixteen years.
These are therefore to command you the said Constable o f
to take the said A, B. and him safely convey to
the Reformatory
aforesaid, and there to
€/ at
deliver him to the Superintendent thereof, together with this
precept, and we do hereby command you the said Superinten
dent to receive the said A. B. into the said Reformatory at
, and to detain him therein until he shall arrive
at the age of sixteen years, and for so doing this shall be your
warrant. We consider the said A. B. and we hereby adjudge
W

hereas
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him to be o f the age o f
years, and the said A. B appears
to belong to the
religious denomination.
Given under my hand (or our hands) and seals this
day
of
188 .
F orm B.
O r d e r o f d e t e n t io n i n a n I n d u s t r ia l S c h o o l .

Jamaica ss.
To the Constable o f •
the Industrial School at
in the Parish o f

and to the Superintendent o f
^

A. B. late o f
age o f sixteen years, to wit of the age of
W hereas

under the

years, was this day duly brought before us the undersigned
two o f .Her Majesty’s Justices o f the Peace for the Parish
of
and it was made to appear to us
that the said A. B. ( here state the fa cts to hri/ng the child within
one o f the descriptions given in Sections 7, 8 or 11 o f the Law )
and that it was expedient to deal with him under' the R e
formatories and Industrial Schools Law, and to order him to
be sent to and detained in an Industrial School until he
should arrive at the age
o f sixteen *years.
o
These are therefore to command you (then proceed as in
Form A ).
Given under &c.

J A M A IC A — L A W 35 OF 1881.
The Rum Duty Law Amendment Law, 1881.
y

\_31st December} 1881.]
HEREAS it is desirable to amend Law 10 o f 1878: Preamble.
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Coun
cil o f the Island o f Jamaiea as follows :—

1—

.•

£

This Law and Law 10 of 1878 as hereby amended shall Law 10of 1878 inbe read together as one Law, and may be cited together as this Law.d
u The Rum Duty Laws 1878-1881.:”
2— Sections 1 0 ,1 1 ,1 3 ,1 6 , 20, 22, 26, 32, 33, 31, 35, 37,10,
11,11,19, 51 and 91, o f Law 10 of 1878 (the Rum Duty Law)
are hereby repealed; but such repeal shall not affect the con
sequences o f any act or omission that has already taken place,
nor any right, liability, or right o f procedure, civil or crimi
nal, nor any proceedings civil or criminal commenced, or to
be commenced, in respect o f any such act or omission.

Repeal o f certain
Sections o f that
Law.

3 In lieu o f Section 10 o f Law 10 o f 1878 the following
shall be read as Section 10 : —

Section
ed.

io amend

“ 10. There shall be at least one registered store attach- Rostered stores,
°
their number ana
“ ed to every distillery, or within two hundred yards position.
u thereof measuring in a straight line from the nearest
“ part o f such distillery to the nearest part of such store.
“ A particular description of such stores, according to the Description therc“ Eorm in Schedule C to this Law, shall be furnished by Schedule c.
“ the person in charge of the estate to the Collector, who
“ on approval shall register the same.
“ Such stores shall be used for storing rum made in
“ such distillery upon which duty has not been paid, and
4t for no other purpose.

User thereof.

2
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As to the storing
o f rum.

“ All such rum, excepting high wines, low wines and
“ lees, immediately upon being distilled shall he conveyed
“ to a registered store, and stored in such manner that each
“ cask or vessel containing such rum can he safely and
“ conveniently taken account of. High wines, low wines
“ and lees, shall he kept in the distillery in suitable vesli sels approved by and secured to the satisfaction of the
“ Collector.
“ Rum, except as aforesaid, found in any fermenting
“ house, boiling-house, curing-house or other unregistered
“ building or place on an estate, shall be liable to for“ feiture, and may be seized by any Revenue Officer.
. “ I f after any such store has been registered and ap“ proved it shall in the opinion of the Collector become
“ insecure he shall give notice in writing to the person in
“ charge of the estate specifying the nature o f the insecu{i rity, and if after the expiration of three months from
“ the date of such notice being given the store
1
“ a. has not been made secure and again approved by
“ the Collector, or
“ h. has not been within two months of such notice
“ proved to the satisfaction of the Collector-General
“ to be sufficiently secured,
“ it shall be deemed unregistered.”
“ The person in charge of an estate is the party bound
“ to carry out the Provisions of this Section in respect oF
“ such estate.”
A— In lieu of Section 11 of the said Law the following
o shall
be read as Section 11:—
“ 11. Every person in charge of an estate on which a still
“ is to be used for making rum shall, at least three days
“ before commencing to use such still, deliver to the Col“ lector a particular description of the stores on the
“ estate in which rum is to be stored.”

Unstored ram on
an Estate liable to
forfeiture.

Procedure if store
deemed insecure.
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if

Persons in charge
o f Estate to carry
out this Section.

Seotion 11 amend
ed.
Delivery o f des
cription of stores.

^

Section 13 amend
ed.

5— In lieu of Section 13 of the said Law the following shall
be read as Section 1 3 :—

Measuring vessels,
capacity thereof.

“ 13. Every vessel used for measuring or conveying rum
u from the worm end of the still shall be of such capacity
“ only as to admit of holding an even number o f impe-
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3

“ rial gallons, and no more or less, and every other vessel
“ so used shall be forfeited, and may he seized and desu troyed by any Revenue Officer.'
“ A pewter, copper or other metal, measure of the capa- One metal gallon
measnre to be kept
“ city o f one imperial gallon, duly tested and stamped in distillery.
“ by the Clerk o f Petty Sessions, shall be kept in every
“ distillery, and the use thereof allowed to any Revenue
“ Officer authorized to visit and take accounts o f such disP tillery.”
<
;
o f Section 16 of the said Law the following shall Section 16amend6 —In lieu
^
.
°
ed.
be read as Section 16:—
“ 16. Within six months after the passing o f this Law JJvery butt to be
“ every person in charge o f an estate on which a butt is yidedVith aPmea
8urinsr rod.
“ used for storing rum shall cause the capacity o f every
“ such butt to be ascertained, and to be marked and kept
“ marked thereon with oil color, black upon a white
•* ground or white upon a black ground, and shall pro“ vide for each butt a wooden rod marked with horizontal
“ lines to show each quantity of 50 gallons contents of
u such butt.’*
20 amend
7 —In lieu o f Section 20 o f the said Law the following shall Section
ed.
be read as Section 20:
“ 20. Every still house book shall be kept up daily by en- Still house book to
bo written up daily
“ tering therein the actual quantity of rum received from and certified week
ly by person in
“ the still, and the particulars of rum removed from the charge o f distille“ estate, or used in a distillery for filling casks which r7*
“ have become ullaged or for re-distillation; and at the ex“ piration o f every week ending with Saturday the stock
“ o f rum remaining on hand shall be ascertained and en“ tered in such book, and shall be certified by the person
“ in charge o f the distillery.
“ The person in charge of the estate shall satisfy himself and to bo ceitified
p
4 .
_
, by the person in
“ that the person in charge of the distillery has performed charge o f the
“ the duties herein required of him, and shall certify the eBkafce‘
“ still house book once in each week in proof that he has
“ done so.”
* •'
8— In lieu o f Section 22 of the said Law the following shall section 22 amend
ed.
be read as Section 22
“ 22. Any Revenue Officer may at any time enter and bi Powers o f Revenuei# .
. . ,
Officers to inspect
spect the distillery and registered stores oi an estate to distillery and re-

1

„

4
gistered stores,
and ascertain par
ticulars as to rum
therein.

His duty thereon.

Section 26 amend
ed.
Returns of rum on
estates; when,
how and to whom
to be made.

Forms F and G in.
Schedule.

Section 32 amend
ed.
Certificates of re
moval of rum.
Form E.
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ascertain and test the quantity and strength of all rum
tc therein, and require the person in charge of the distil
u lery to make declaration in writing before him of the
correct quantity of rum contained in each butt, and
U when he has reason for questioning the correctness of
U any such declaration he may, on the special authority
of the Collector General, require the rum to be drawn
u off into casks.
“ Whenever the rum is so ascertained and tested the Of“ fleer performing the duty shall enter in the still-house
“ book the result; and the quantity and strength of the
“ rum so found by such Officer shall be deemed the correct
a quantity and strength, but until such ascertainment
Ci the quantity and strength as ascertained by the per“ son in charge of the distillery shall be allowed.”
9—In lieu of Section 26 of the said Law the following shall
be read as Section 26
“ 26. Every person in charge of an estate shall give in
“ to the Collector, on the thirty-first day of March, the
“ thirtieth day of June, the thirtieth day of September,
“ and the thirty-first day of December in every year, or
“ within twenty days thereafter respectively, a return
“ containing a true account of all rum which remained
“ on hand and unaccounted for at the last return, and
“ also a return of all rum which from such last return to
“ the next quarter day of giving-in has been made on
“ such estate, together with an account of the disposal of
“ the same; and when there has been no rum unac“ counted for at the close of the preceding quarter and
“ no rum made during the quarter a nil return shall be
“ given in.
“
“
“
“

“ Such return shall be made and declared to before a
Justice of the Peace or the Inspecting Officer according
to the form in Schedule E to this Law ; the Collector
shall if required give a receipt in the Eorm in Schedule
G to this Law.”

10—In lieu of Section 32 of the said Law the following
shall be read as Section 32 :—
“ 32. The Collector-General shall cause certificates to be
“ prepared in duplicate, in the Eorm in Schedule E to
“ this Law, and numbered consecutively commencing

The R im D u ty Law Amendment L aw .

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
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with number one, and bound in books which shall be
furnished to the Collector o f each District, and shall be
by him distributed to the several persons in charge of
estates therein on a requisition and receipt in writing,
specifying the first and last numbers contained in such
books, being given to such Collector for such books.
The person in charge o f the estate shall be responsible
for the proper accounting to the satisfaction o f the
Collector for such certificates.”

11

In lieu o f Section 33 of the said Law the following
~
shall be read as Section 33 :—
“ 33. Whenever any rum is removed from a distillery or
“ registered store, either to a bonded warehouse or for
“ exportation, the person in charge of the estate or the
“ distillery thereof, before such rum leaves the distillery
“ or the registered store, shall fill up one of the certifi“ cates according to the Form in Schedule E to this Law
u in duplicate, beginning with number one and’ continu“ ing the series in regular succession in the several par4i ticulars thereof according to the purpose for which such
“ rum shall be removed, and each part shall be signed by
the person in charge of the estate or distillery, and one
44 part o f such certificate shall be retained in a book on
44
the estate until the close of the current quarter o f the
44
year in which the certificate was issued, and the other
44
part shall be delivered to the person taking the rum,
44
and shall accompany the rum on its whole course to
“ the place o f destination, and shall be there delivered
“ within a reasonable time from the date of such certifi“ cate to the Locker and Gauger of the warehouse, or to
*' the Wharfinger, or to the Master of the vessel in which
“ such rum if for exportation is shipped.
“ Rum whilst being so removed, or whilst on anybarqua“ dier, shall not be altered in quantity or quality, nor shall
“ the E certificate be altered without the written authority
“ or permission o f the Collector.”
p

12— In

lieu o f Section 34 o f the said Law the following
shall be read as Section 34 :
« 34. Every cask o f rum to be sent from an estate to
be warehoused or for exportation (unless it contain the

Section 33 am cnded.
Procedure on re
moval o f rum from
estate.

Section 34 amend*
ed.
F illing o f caa'.cn
for removal.

6

Duty payable in
respect of unex
plained deficiency.
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“ balance of crop and be so marked) sliall, before it is re“ moved, be filled np to within one gallon or fractional
“ part of a gallon of its capacity, and if at any time
“ after its removal there is found a greater vacuity than.
“ one gallon in any cask not containing the balance of
“ crop, or any difference in the quantity of rum con“ tained in the cask marked “ balance of crop,” or
“ any diminution in strength otherwise than from natu“ ral causes, or from causes otherwise explained to the
“ satisfaction of the Revenue Commissioner, the duty
“ upon the quantity of rum so deficient shall, within ten
“ days after the decision of the Revenue Commissioner,
“ be paid to the Collector, or in default thereof shall be
“ recovered as hereinafter mentioned as duty due and
“ unpaid.
“ The owner shall be entitled to recover the duty paid
“ on rum so found deficient from the proprietor o f any
“ wharf or other place whereon such excess-deficiency
f‘ may be proved to have arisen.
“ No such charge shall be made in respect of any defiu ciency arising after such rum has been placed under a
u Government lock.”

Section 35 r.mend
ed.
Filling up ullaged
casks.'4
llemoval of rum
therefor, and pro
cedure as to same.

13— In lieu of Section 35 of the said Law the following shall
be read as Section 35 :—
“ 35. Rum may be removed from an estate td a wharf
u or barquadier to fill up casks intended for exportation
“ and which have been unavoidably delayed and become
“ ullaged or reduced in strength from natural causes.
“ Such casks must be examined by the Collector and his
“ permission in writing first obtained.
“ The filling up must take place in the presence of a
“ Revenue Officer.
“ The quantity of rum so removed must be accompanied
“ with a Schedule E certificate, and be entered in the
“ still-house book, and the current quarterly return, as
“ loss by leakage, evaporation and absorption, or other“ wise as the case may be.
“ The certificate for the quantity of rum so removed, and
“ the Collector’s report of the cause and extent of the
/
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“ loss, must accompany the return for the quarter in
“ which the removal took place.”
14— In lieu o f Section 37 o*f the said Law the follow ing
Section
^ QqH
shall be read as Section 37 :—

37 amend-

“ 37. The master o f any coasting vessel carrying rum L ia b ility o f m aster
“ from one part o f the Island to another shall pay to the ?or°duty on d e fi-1
“ Collector-General the full duty as for rum consumed in cienfc rum'
“ -the Island on all rum found to be deficient on his land“ ing or delivering rum so received, unless he satisfies the
“ Collector-General that such deficiency was caused by
“ accident, or natural leakage or absorption, or proves
“ affirmatively that such deficiency existed when he took
1“ the rum on board.”
*
1 5 — In

lieu o f Section 4 0 o f the said Law the follow ing Section 40
shall be read as Section 4 0 :—
ed;

am end-

A ll rum intended for exportation, if sent to a As to tem porary
“ port or place at which or within three miles o f ^tonded°Sr°ex°m
“ which there is a bonded warehouse, shall on ar- Porfcatlon*
“ 40.

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
P

“
“
“
“
“

rival be deposited in such warehouse or exported in
accordance with this Law, and if sent to a w harf or
barquadier upwards o f three miles from a bonded warehouse shall be exported or removed to a bonded warehouse within three months next after the date o f the
Schedule E certificate accompanying such rum, unless
permission in writing be given by the Collector-General for its remaining longer at such wharf or barquadier,
which permission shall not extend beyond a further
period o f three months.
“ I f on demand rum is not deposited in a warehouse as
HI

required by this Section the Inspecting Officer or other
Revenue Officer may remove and deposit the same at the
expense o f the person in charge o f the estate from
which such rum was sent, and such expenses together
with a penalty equal to the expenses shall be a first charge
on the rum in the hands o f the Warehouse Keeper.”

16— In lieu o f Section 41 o f the said Law the follow ing Section
hall be read as Section 4 1 :—
edt

41

amend-

ct 41. Whenever any rum remaining in the registered As to disposition
“ store or stores o f any distillery in this Island at the close cropmaUresidu6ot

8
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“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

Section 49 amend
ed.
Regulations as to
warehousing rum,
and bonding same,,
and certificates in
respect thereof.
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of crop shall he reduced in quantity to ninety gallons
or under, the person in charge of such distillery shall
within twenty days deposit such rum in a duly approved bonding warehouse, or pay the duty on the same
and remove it for Island consumption, or export it, and
if the quantity is. less than twenty gallons it may be
mixed in the presence of the Inspecting Officer with a
sufficient quantity of dunder to render it unfit for con sumption and retained on the estate for re-distillation.
The duty shall not he remitted on any portion of such
rum that may he lost after the expiration of twenty
days by leakage, evaporation, absorption or other cause.”

17— In lieu of Section 49 of the said Law the followingshall be read as Section 49 :-r“ 49. All rum sent from an estate accompanied by the
“ certificate by this Law required and directed to be
“ warehoused shall., within a reasonable time,, which shall
“ in no case exceed twenty-one days, be delivered with
“ the accompanying certificate to and be received by the
“ Locker and Gauger in charge of such warehouse.
“ In case the Consignee’s name be omitted in such certi“ ficate, or the person or firm to whom such rum may
“ be directed neglects to bond such rum within, forty“ eight hours after a written notice, signed by the Locker
“ and Gauger, of its arrival at the warehouse lias been.
“ left at his residence or usual place of business, It shall
V be bonded in the name of the estate from which it was
“ removed, and the Locker and Gauger shall make the
“ other necessary entries, to correspond with theparticu“ lars of the certificate accompanying such rum, in the
“ hooks kept by him, shall gauge and ascertain thequan“ tity and strength of the rum in the several casks, and
“ enter in his book, in separate columns, the quantity
“ and. strength at the time of such delivery.
“
“
“
“

“ Upon every such delivery the Locker and Gauger shall,
if required, deliver to the person leaving and lodging
the said rum, or to the owner thereof or his agent, a
certificate showing the warehousing thereof, and the
quantity and strength of the rum in each cask, and
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“
“
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the other particulars as ascertained by him, and within
seven days after the close of each quarter ending with
March, June, September and December, the Locker
and Gauger shall prepare and forward to the Collector
o f the Parish from which rum has been received during

a each such quarter a warehousing certificate for each
“ estate, specifying the marks, numbers, dates, strength
“ and number o f gallons received by him into the
“ warehouse under his charge, and the Collector shall
“ cause all such certificates to be delivered without de“ lay to the persons in charge o f the several estates
P named therein.”
18 In lieu o f Section 51 o f th e. said Law the following
shall be read as Section 5 1 :
“ 51. It shall be lawful for any person having rum in a
“ warehouse

Section 51 amend
ed
P ow er o f owner in
respect o f rum in
warehouse.

“ a. to examine and repair the casks containing the
“ same,
“ 5. to fill up any casks which may be ullaged from
“ other casks o f the same rum,
“ c. to draw off such rum into other casks when and
“ as often as may be necessary,
;c d. to make arrangements for the preservation, or
“ sale or shipment, of such rum,
“ e. to reduce and blend rums of various brands, and
to take samples thereof,
“ under such regulations as may be made for that purpose,
“ without entry or payment of duty.”
19—It shall not be lawful to obliterate or remove from Obliteration or re,
•'
. ..
i
m o v a lo f marks on
any casks intended for exportation the estate s marks and cask*, restricted,
numbers required to be placed thereon by Sections 12 and 21
o f Law 10 o f 1878, except on the written authority o f the
Collector and in the presence of a Revenue Officer. The
marks and numbers substituted for those o f the estate shall
be endorsed on the E certificate for the purpose o f identifica

i

tion.
2 0 — Every

wharf and barquadier used for storing rum storin g rum
shall be secured to the satisfaction o f the Collector, and all q^eler. °r

on

10

Illegal possession
o f rum.

Penalty therefor.

Onus probandi
shifted in certain
cases.
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rum kept thereon shall be stored in such a manner that each,
cask or vessel containing such rum can be safely and conve
niently taken account of.
21— Every person who,
cc. not being a person authorized by The Rum Duty
Laws 1878-1881 to have in his custody or possession
rum whereon the full duties have not been paid,
shall have in his custody or possession any rum in
any quantity whatsoever the full duties whereon
have not been duly paid, or
h. shall have in his custody or possession any rum which
shall have been distilled at any other than a duly
licensed distillery, or
y . ,/
c. shall have in his custody or possession any rum in
course of removal required by law to be attended by a
proper permit or certificate which is not so attended,
shall for each and every such offence forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding One Hundred Pounds and not less than Twenty
Pounds, and the said rum, together with the casks or vessels
containing the same, shall be forfeited and may be seized by
any Revenue Officer.
In any proceeding under this Section it shall not be neces
sary for the ^prosecution to prove affirmatively that the rum
found in the custody or possession of the defendant is rum
the full duties whereon have not been duly paid, or which
has been distilled at any other than a duly licensed dis
tillery, or if found in course of removal that it is rum which
by law requires to be accompanied by a permit or cer
tificate for its removal, but it shall be sufficient to prove
that the said rum was found in the custody or possession of the
defendant under circumstances which justify a reasonable
suspicion that it falls under one or other of the above heads,
and thereupon, on proof to the satisfaction of the Justices
of such circumstances of suspicion as aforesaid, the said rum
shall be deemed to fall under one or other of the above heads,
unless the defendant shall prove either that the full duties
on such rum have been duly paid, or that such rum was bought
by or for such defendant and received from a licensed distiller
or some person licensed to sell rum, or that the same in course
of removal was attended with a proper permit or certificate,
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-or shall otherwise rehut the presumption arising from the
•circumstances o f suspicion aforesaid.

22—

Pow er to arrest on
It shall he lawful for any Justice of the Peace, Revenue
suspicion o f iUegal
Officer, Police Officer or Rural Headman, to stop and detain rem oval o f rum,
and procedure
nny person who shall be found, or shall he reasonably sus thereon.
pected of, unlawfully removing or carrying any rum, and to
search for and examine any cask, keg or other vessel, that such
person may have in his possession, and if he shall find that
such person is carrying any rum to examine the same, and to
ascertain the quantity and strength thereof, and to demand
the production o f any permit or certificate accompanying the
same. And if the person found as aforesaid removing or car
rying the said rum shall not produce any permit or certifi
cate as aforesaid on being required so to do, or fails to satisfy
the Justice o f the Peace, Revenue or Police Officer or Rural
Headman aforesaid, that he is lawfully removing the said rum,
it shall he lawful for such Officer as aforesaid, without war
rant, to arrest such person, and to seize the said rum together
with the casks or vessels containing the same, and to take him
it and them before a Justice o f the Peace, and such Justice
may, if he see reasonable cause, order such person to be de
tained in some convenient prison, or in the custody o f the
Constabulary Force, a reasonable time to prepare the necessary
informations, convictions and warrants of commitment, and
at the expiration o f such time to he brought before any
Judge or two Justices who may then hear and determine the
matter : Provided that such Justice shall have power to re
lease any person so detained, on reasonable bail for the ap
pearance o f such person at such time or place as shall he ap
pointed by such Justice for hearing the case.

23—
In lieu of Section 91 of the said Law the following
Section
ed.
shall be read as Section 91 :—
“
“
“
“

91. The following persons are guilty of contraventions of
this Law, and shall be liable for each contravention
to a maximum pecuniary penalty of the amount herein
specified in respect of such contravention.

“ Such penalty shall be independent of any other punisli“ ment or forfeiture or liability that may attach to the act
** or omission herein described.

91 amend

Contraventions o f
these Laws and
maximum penal
ties therefor.
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“ (1.) Every person who keeps in his possession or under
44 his charge any unregistered still erected,— Penalty fifty

*• pounds.
“ (2.) Every person who uses an unlicensed still,— Pcn44 alty fifty pounds.
44 (3.) Every person who, having a spocial license to use a
“ still of less capacity than three hundred gallons subject
44 to conditions imposed by the Governor, commits a breach
44 of such conditions,— Penalty fifty pounds.
“ (4.) Every person who keeps or permits to bo kopt rum
4‘ upon any part of any distillery except in a registered
<£ storo or in course of removal thereto, or removed or ro14 moving therefrom under proper authority,— Penalty
44 twenty pounds.
44 (5.) Every person in charge ofancstato who omits to
44 see that the Provisions of Section 10 of Law 10 of 1878 as
44 amended by this Law are fully carriod out,— Penalty
41 twenty pounds.
44 (6.) Every person who being in chargo of an estate on
44 which a still is to be used for making rum doos not, at least
44 three days before commencing to use such still, doliver
44 to the Collector a particular description of the stores
44 on the estate in which rum is to bo stored,— Pcnaltv
44 twenty pounds*
44 (7.) Every person in charge of an estato who omits to
*4 see that tho registered stores thereon and the casks used
44 thereon aro distinctly marked and kept marked and num44 bored as by this Law required,— Penalty ten pounds.
44 (8.) Every person in chargo of an estato who omits to
44 keep au imperial standard motal measuro of the capacity
44 of ono gallon in every distillery thereof, or to allow tho
44 use of such measuro to any ltevonue Officer authorized
44 to visit and tako accounts at such distillerv,— Penalty
44 twenty pounds*
44 (0.) Evory person in charge of an estate who omits to
14 provide tho metal fastenings and appliances required
44 bv Section 15 of Law 10 of 1878,- Penalty Twenty
44 pounds.
44 (10.) Every person in charge of a distillery who shall
44 neglect to secure the discharge cock of a retort which
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“ contains high wines in manner required by
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Section

“ 15 o f Law 10 of 1878,— Penalty five pounds.
“ (11.) Every person in charge of an estate who omits to
“ cause the capacity of every butt used for storing rum
<fi thereon to be ascertained and marked and kept marked
«« as by this Law required, or to provide and keep a rod
“ showing the contents of such butt, or to allow the use
“ o f the same to the Inspecting Officer,— Penalty Ten
“ Pounds for each offence.
“ (12.) Every person in charge of an estate who omits to
“ see,
“ a. that every still-house book is kept up daily, or
“ b. that at the expiration of every week ending with
Saturday the stock of rum remaining on hand is as
certained and entered in such book, or
“ c . that the entry is certified by the person in charge
o f the distillery, or
“ d. that the can pit and the end of the worm of every
still in the distillery is secured as required by Sec
tion 18 of Law 10 of 1878, or
“ e. that the returns required by Section 26 o f the
said Law as amended by this Law are given in within
the time prescribed,— Penalty twenty pounds.
“ (13.) Every person in charge of an estate who fails to
V certify in the still-house book at least once in each week
“ that the Provisions of Section 2 0 of the said Law as amended
44 by this Law are being observed,— Penalty twenty pounds.
“ (14) Every person who having obtained a permit for the
{C removal o f rum, or being engaged in delivering rum under
il the authority of a permit or of a Schedule E certificate,
“ causes a larger quantity of rum to be delivered or receivli ed than that authorized by the permit or certificate,—
41 Penalty fifty pounds.
“ (15.) Every person who shall obliterate or remove, or
“ cause to be obliterated or removed, any mark or number
44 from any cask removed from an estate for exportation
44 without written authority,— Penalty twenty pounds.
“ (16.) Every occupier of a warehouse who omits to mark,
“ number and stow, as by this Law required, all rum re“ ceived into the warehouse,— Penalty five pounds.
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44 (17.) Every occupier of a warehouse who receives
“ into, delivers from or takes out of, any warehouse any rum
44 which has not been entered as by this Law provided,—
“ Penalty one hundred pounds.
“ (18.) Every occupier of a warehouse who, upon re“ quest of the Locker and Gauger in charge of such warehouse
“ or of the Collector, docs not forthwith produco any rum
“ deposited in the warehouse, or received into his custody,
<4 which has not been delivered under any of the Pro“ visions of this Law,— Penalty one hundred pounds.
“ (19.) Every proprietor of rum which has been waro44 housed who fraudulently opons the warehouse1 or gains
■p

“ access to the rum, or permits any porson in his employ
“ fraudulently to open the warehouse or gain access to the
“ rum,— Penalty one hundred pounds.
“ (20.) Every person who, in cases in which any rum is
“ fraudulently concealed in or removed from the ware“ house in which it was deposited,
u a.

has been concerned in the concealment or removal

“ of any such rum, ofc
44 b. knowingly harbours, keeps or conceals, any such
" rum, or

44 c. ‘ knowingly permits or suffers to bo harbourod, kept
44 or concealed, any such rum, or
44 d . knowingly receives into his possession any suck
44 rum,— Penalty one hundred pounds.
44 (21.) Every person who contravenes any of the Provi44 sions of The ltum Duty Laws 1878*1881 in respect
44 whereof no penalty has been imposed,— ton pounds.
44 (22.) Every person who makes any false entry iu any
44 book, register, return or documont, required by this Law to
44 bo kept or made, and omits to rectify the samo in the man44 nor prescribed by Section 23 of Law 10 of 1878,— ton
4< pounds.
44 (23 ) Every person who destroys or injures any such
44 book, register, return or document,— ten pounds.
41 (2 4 .) E v e r y p erson
44 a. in ch a rg e o f an estate, o r
4*. b. in ch a rg e o f a d is tille r y , o r

The Rum D uty Law Amendment L aw .
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“ c. being a wholesale or retail vendor o f spirits, or
“ d. being a tavern-keeper,
“ who neglects, when required by any Revenue Officer,
“ to assist such Officer, either personally or b y a s u f“ ficient number of servants, in taking account of his
“ stock of rum,— Penalty twenty pounds.
“ Where there are two convictions for contraventions
“ of this Law in one year against one person, the maxi“ mum penalty to which such person shall be liable in
“ respect of the second conviction shall be double the
“ amount specified herein.
-- A certificate under the hand of the Clerk of the
“ Court before which the first conviction took place
“ shall be sufficient evidence for the infliction of the
“ double penalty on the second conviction."
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The Kingston Police JLciw, 1881.
[31st December,

W

HEREAS it is desirable to make more efficient provision
for the Police and Government o f Kingston, and regu

Pream ble.

lating the traffic th e re o f:—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f
the Island o f Jamaica as follows :—

1— In

this Law, unless the context otherwise requires, the

Interpretation
clause.

expression
“ L aw ” includes Acts, and Sections o f Acts and Laws.
it Kingston ” includes the entire Parish o f Kingston.

“ Streets” includes lanes and any thoroughfares.
<£Regulations includes alterations and revocations o f
Regulations.
“ The Municipal Board” means the Municipal Board of
the Parish o f Kingston.
“ Prescribed” means directed, authorized or provided for,
by the Regulations for the time being in force under
this Law.
“ Hackney Carriage” means any carriage for the convey
ance o f passengers which plies for hire in Kingston.
“ The Custos” means the Custos or person for the time
being exercising the functions o f Custos of Kingston.
“ The Collector o f Taxes” means the Collector o f Taxes
o f Kingston for the time being.
“ Inspector” means the Inspector or other Constabulary
Officer for the time being in command o f the Constabu
lary in Kingston.
2— The Laws specified in Schedule A to this Law are
hereby repealed, to the extent therein specified, so far as they
relate to or affect Kingston :—

Repeal clause
Schedule A ,

2
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Provided that'such repeal shall not affect
( x.) The past operation of any Law hereby repealed ; or
(b j Any right, privilege, obligation or liability, acquired,
accrued or incurred, under any Law hereby re
pealed.
M u n ic ip a l R e g u l a t io n s .
Power to m&ke
Regulations as to
matters in Sched
ule B.

Publication there
of.

Temporary Regu-.
lations on special
occasions.

3—The Municipal Board may from time to time make, alter
or revoke, Regulations in relation to all or any of the matters
mentioned or included in Schedule B hereto.
Such Regulations may specify a maximum penalty for the
contravention thereof respectively not exceeding fifty pounds
or six months imprisonment, with or without hard labor, for
any one offence.
Such Regulations shall he subject to the approval of the
Governor in Privy Council who may allow, disallow, alter and
add to, such Regulations or any of them.
Such Regulations shall respectively come into force on such
day as the Governor shall appoint by notice in the Jamaica
Gazette, and shall be published in such manner, at such times,
and in such special localities, as he shall from time to time
direct.
In default of and in addition to any such direction as to
the publication of all or any of such Regulations, all Regula
tions for the time being in force under this Law shall be kept
exhibited in the office of the Municipal Board, and open for
general inspection, during office hours.
4 The Custos may, on any special occasion when he has
reason to anticipate a greater crowd than usual to assemble
at a given place, make temporary Regulations to be observed
by all persons with respect to the following matters :—
1. With respect to the route to be taken by all carts,
carriages or other vehicles, going to or past or coming
from such place, with power to prohibit any cart, car
riage or vehicle, from coming into any street or part
of a street for the purpose only of passing to its desti
nation in some other street or part of a street.
2. With respect to the line to be kept by persons riding
or driving to from or past such place.
3. With a view to the exclusion of persons from any
street or part of a street.

The K ingston P olice L em , 1 8 8 1 .
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Notice shall he given of the making o f any such tem po
rary Regulation, by affixing a printed copy or copies
thereof to some conspicuous part of the office o f the
Municipal Board, and to such other convenient places
throughout the City as the Custos may, direct.
No such temporary Regulation shall be of any force or
effect for more than six days.
In any proceeding to be taken under this Section, pro
duction o f a printed paper purporting to be a copy
o f a temporary Regulation made under .this Section,
with proof that at least forty-eight hours before it
was to come into operation a similar printed paper
was affixed to some conspicuous part o f the. office o f
the Municipal Board, and to some other place within
the City, shall be sufficient proof o f the due jnaking
and publication of such Regulation.
5 —The Regulations made under Law 8 o f 1866, Section 51,
and still in force at the time o f the passing o f this Law shall
continue in force until and except in so far as they shall be
revoked, altered or added to, in accordance with this Law, and
they shall be deemed and construed to be Regulations under
this Law :—
'

E xisting R egula
tions continued in
force.

Provided that any fixed penalty thereby imposed shall be Penalties there.
i i
.
S
»
under.
construed only as a maximum penalty.

6—
The
,

Municipal Board may from cime to time, in ac- Local limitation
. , T
^
t
•
'
i
within which\Recordance with Law 2 o f 1873, Section 1, define the limits guiations in force,
within which the several Regulations shall be in force.
A ll Regulations not so limited shall be in force throughout
Kingston.
H a c k n e y C a r r ia g e s .

7— Regulations in relation to hackney carriages may pro- Regulations as to
vide for all or any o f the following purposes, that is to say :— ha° ey oama8es-

1.

For regulating the granting, revising, suspending and
revoking, o f hackney carriage licenses and drivers’ li
censes, and the forms, terms and conditions o f the same:
and the badges to be worn by licensed drivers, and the
marks and particulars to be shewn on licensed hack
ney carriages.

4
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2. For providing for and regulating the inspection o f
carriages proposed to be licensed, and o f licensed
hackney carriages, and the horses, harness and other
appliances, to he used therewith respectively.
3. For regulating the number o f persons to he carried
in any hackney carriage, and in what manner such
number is to be shewn on such carriage, and how such
hackney
are to be furnished or fitted.
w carriages
O
4. For fixing the stands o f hackney carriages, and the
distances to which they may be compelled to take
passengers.
5. For fixing the rates or fares, as w ell for time as dis
tance, to be paid for hackney carriages, and for securing
the due and constant publication o f all hackhey car
riage fares in every hackney carriage.
6. For securing the safe custody and re-delivery o f any
property accidentally left in any hackney carriage, and
fixing the charges to be paid in respect thereof, with
power to cause such property to be sold or to be given
to the finder in the event of its not being claimed with
in a certain time.
7. For regulating the conduct o f drivers o f hackney car
riages generally, as well when in charge o f a hackney
carriage as when plying for hire or carrying passengers.

8—

E xisting licenses
to be of no effect
after 31 st J anuary,
1882.

No license heretofore granted by the Collector of Taxes
to the possessor o f any hackney carriage under Law 30 of
1867 shall be of any force or effect after the 31st day o f Jan
uary n e x t : Provided always that on and after the 1st day o f
February next such proportionate part o f the money paid by
the holder o f any hackney carriage license for such license as
may represent the unexpired period thereof shall be refunded
to him on production o f the certificate of the Collector o f
Taxes showing the amount that had been paid.

H ackney car
riages not to ply
after 1st February,
1882, except under
this Law.

9—
On and after the first day o f February next no hackney
carriage shall ply for hire in Kingston unless duly licensed
under this Law.

Unlicensed hack
ney carriages p ly 
in g for hire.

10—
I f any unlicensed hackney carriage plies for hire in
Kingston the owner o f such carriage shall be liable to a

The Kingston Police Law , 1 8 8 1 .
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penalty not exceeding one pound for every day during which
such unlicensed hackney carriage plies. And if any unli
censed hackney carriage is found on any stand in Kingston
the owner of such hackney carriage shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding one pound for each time it is so found.

Penalties.

11—

Hackney carriage
Every person desirous of obtaining a license to keep,
license,— how to
use and let to hire, any hackney carriage in Kingston must obtain same.
apply in writing to the Inspector to inspect the carriage pro
posed to be licensed, and the horses and harness and other ap
pliances to be used therewith, and must state his name and Prelim inary in
spection.
place o f abode, and upon such application the Inspector shall
cause an inspection to be made of such carriage, horses and
harness and other appliances; and if such carriage, horses
harness and other appliances, shall be found by the Inspec
tor to be sufficient, and in a fit and proper condition for pub
lic use, he shall grant a certificate to that effect in the form
or to the effect given in Schedule C to this Law annexed, and
shall specify therein the number of persons besides the driver
proper to be carried in and by such carriage.

12—

License fee
The Collector o f Taxes shall, on presentation of the
last mentioned certificate, and on payment of a license fee
equal in amount to that made payable by Law 30 of 1867,
grant to the applicant a license under this Law in respect of
the said hackney carriage to ply for hire in Kingston.
Every such license shall be numbered, and the number of And number.
the license shall be affixed to the hackney carriage in such
manner as may be prescribed.
Every such license shall be deemed to be iu substitution of License under Law
30 o f 1867 abolish
the license required to be taken out by Law 30 of 1867 ; and ed.
no license under the said Law shall be granted by the Col
lector of Taxes to any hackney carriage tro ply for hire in
Kingston after the 31st day of January next.
• I

O

Law 30 o f 1867,
13— Subject to the Provisions o f this Law the Provisions
Secs. 3, 4, 5 and 7,
contained in Sections three, four, five and seven, o f Law 30 of incorporated.
1867, shall apply to licenses under this Law.
As to hackney car
14— Any hackney carriage plying for hire, and any hack
riages not proper
ney carriage found on any stand, without having such dis ly marked.
tinguishing mark, or being otherwise distinguished in such
manner as may for the time being be prescribed, shall be
deemed to be an unlicensed carriage.

6
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15—It shall be lawful for the Inspector when and as
carriage^&cney often as he may think proper, and it shall he his duty when
Report thereon,
thereunto required by the Custos, to cause an inspection to he
made of all or any licensed hackney carriages, and of the
horses used in drawing the same, and to report to the Oustos
thereon as to the fitness or unfitness for the public use or
Power to suspend service of such hackney carriages and horses ; and if any such
license.
.
• hackney carriage, or any horse used to draw the same,
shall be reported by him to he in a condition unfit for public
use the Custos may suspend the license for such hackney car
riage until further order from him determining such suspen
sion.
Such hackney carriage shall during such suspension be
deemed to be an unlicensed hackney carriage.
Occasional inspec-

Licensed driver
necessary.

Drivers’ licenses
how obtained.

Form and sub
stance thereof.

Offences by Driver.

I*
»

16— No hackney carriage shall ply for hire in Kingston
uhless under the charge of a driver haying a license as a
hackney carriage driver.
If any hackney carriage plies for hire in contravention of
this Section the person driving the same, and also the owner
of such carriage unless he proves that the driver acted with
out his privity or consent, shall respectively be liable to a
penalty not exceeding forty shillings.
A license to the driver of a hackney carriage may be
granted by the Collector of Taxes on the certificate of the
Custos as to the competency of the applicant to drive a hack
ney carriage, and may he in such form, and shall he subject
to such revocation, suspension and conditions, and may gene
rally be dealt with in such manner, as may be prescribed, sub
ject to this provision, that any such license shall, if not revoked
or suspended, he in force until the first day of August next
after the granting thereof; and there shall be paid in respect
thereof to the Collector of Taxes the sum of ten shillings, with
a reduction of two shillings and sixpence for each expired
quarter of the then current year.
17— In case any driver of a hackney carriage shall .
assault any passenger, or any person applying to become
a passenger, or having just ceased to be a passenger, in
such hackney carriage, or shall
keep his vehicle standing at or near any corner of any
street, or

The K ingston P olice L aw , 1881.
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in any way obstruct the traffic o f the streets,
it shall be lawful for any Officer, Sub-officer or Constable of the
Constabulary Porce, either on view or on the complaint o f sucli
passenger or person, to apprehend such driver, and such driver
shall thereupon be dealt with in all respects as by law required
in cases o f arrest on view for any offence punishable upon in
dictment or summary conviction : Provided nevertheless that
the charge against any such driver for any such assault shall
not be proceeded with in the absence o f the passenger or person
assaulted, and that the same shall be dismissed if such passen
ger or person cannot be found, or on being duly summoned
fails to appear to prosecute and give evidence.

Summary arrest
for same, and pro
cedure thereon.

18— In all cases o f complaints against drivers of hackney
carriages it shall be lawful for the Judge or Justices or Jus
tice convicting, in addition to any penalty, to order in his or
their discretion that the driver’s license be suspended for a time
or revoked altogether, and that his badge be taken from him

Suspension o f D ri
ver’s license.

■ V

'

■

^

•

*'•

either for a limited time or absolutely.
G E N E R A L T R A F F IC .
Offences against
19—
Any person w ilfully disregarding or refusing to con
Regulations as to
form to any Regulations made by the Municipal Board, or any traffic, &c.
temporary Regulations made by the Custos under the Provi
sions o f this Law in relation to the route of horses, vehicles Summary arrest.
and persons, or to the prohibiting or suspending of traffic, or Penalty.
any order given under any such Regulation, shall incur a pe
nalty not exceeding forty shillings for each offence ; and any
Constable may take into custody without warrant any per
son who within view o f such Constable wilfully disregards, or
refuses or omits to conform to, any such Regulation, or any order
thereunder, and refuses to give his name and address to such

Constable.
Vehicles in streets
20— No vehicle o f any sort drawn by any animal shall pass at night to carry
along any o f the streets o f Kingston or any part thereof, or lighted lamp.
remain standing therein, between sunset and sunrise without
having at least one lamp, properly trimmed and lighted, and
fixed outside the vehicle with the light conspicuously exhibited.
DOGS:.

21— Any Constable may take possession of any dog found in
any o f the streets o f Kingston and not under the control of any

Pow er to detain
dogs at large.

8

Pow er to detain
unmuzzled dogs at
large pending no
tice.
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person, and may detain such dog until the owner has claimed
the same and paid all expenses incurred by reason of such de
tention.
The Inspector of Constabulary, if he see fit, may issue a
notice requiring any dog while in the streets, and not led by
some person, to be muzzled in such a manner as will admit of
the animal breathingand drinking without obstruction, and the
Constabulary may take possession of any dog found loose in
the streets without such muzzle during the currency of such
order, and- may detain such dog until the owner has claimed
it, has provided a proper muzzle, and has paid all expenses con
nected with such detention.

As to dogs w eariog
collars.

"Where any dog taken possession of by the Constabulary
wears a collar with the address of any person inscribed thereon,
a letter stating the fact of such dog having been taken pos
session of shall be sent by post to the address inscribed on the
collar.

Power to sell or
destroy detained
dogs.

The Inspector o f Constabulary may cause any dog which
has remained in the possession of the Constabulary for two
clear days, without the owner claiming the same and paying
all expenses incurred by its detention, to be sold or destroyed.
Any moneys arising from the sale of any dogs in pursuance of
this Section shall be applied in the manner in which penalties
under this Law are applicable.

Power to destroy
dangerous dogs.

When, upon complaint that any dog has bitten or attempted
to bite any person, it appears to the Magistrate having cogni
zance of such complaint that such dog ought to be destroyed,
the Magistrate may direct the dog to be destroyed, and any
Constable may destroy the same accordingly; and all dogs
detained by the Constables under this Section shall be properly
fed and maintained.

Power to destroy
dogs at large with
out collars.

22— On and after the first day of April next any Constable,
or any person authorized in writing by the Inspector, may
forthwith destroy any dog found without a collar bearing the
name of the owner in anv of the streets of Kingston, and not
under the control of any person.
v

.
Penalty for offences.

v

O

u

P enalties, &c.

23— All persons in any way oifending against any Provi-

The Kingston Police Law , 1881.
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sion o f this Law, or o f any Regulation thereunder, in respect
whereof no penalty has been imposed, shall be liable for each
offence to a maximum penalty of five pounds.
24—
A ll penalties for any contravention of this Law, or How
of penalties re
coverable.
any Regulation under this Law, or any order given under
any such Regulation, the recovery whereof is not otherwise
provided for. may be recovered in a summary manner before
a District Court Judge, or two Justices of the Peace, or any
Justice having the power of two Justices of the Peace.
Evidence o f Regu
25—
For enforcing any Regulation under this Law, or pro
lations.
ceeding for any penalty for any contravention thereof, and
in any proceedings wherein any such Regulation may come
in question, (the same not being a temporary Regulation
made by the Custos under the Provisions of this Law,) it
shall not be necessary to prove that the Regulation has been
passed, approved or published, as required by or under the
Provisions o f this Law, but the production o f a copy of the
Jamaica Gazette purporting to show that the said Regulation
has been duly made and approved shall be sufficient evidence
o f the due making, approval and publication thereof,
Application o f
26—
A ll license fees and penalties payable or recoverable
license(fees and
under this Law shall be paid by the Officer collecting or re penalties.
ceiving the same to the Treasurer, and shall be applicable to
the general fund for the keeping in repairs the streets of
Kingston, and shall be credited and paid by the Treasurer in
due course accordingly.
r

Schedule A. .

10 Victoria, Chapter 29, The whole Act.
18 Victoria, Chapter 61, The whole Act.
Law 8 of 1866, Sections 51 and 52.
S chedule B.

Matters in relation to which Regulations may be made.
1. The use o f public landing places either for passengers
or goods, or both.
2. The preservation of drder in places of Religious W or
ship.
3. Hackney carriages and their drivers.
4j. Drays and other carriages for the conveyance of goods,
their owners and workers.
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5. Wherries and boats and boatmen plying for hire in the
harbour,
6. Public billiard tables.
7. To prevent the carrying of weapons by Seamen on shore.
8. The preservation of order at places of public amusement.
9. The preservation of public wells, pumps and reservoirs.
10. Preventing the throwing of stones and other missiles, and
the flying
O of kites.

*

11. Discharging firearms or fireworks.
12. Naming the streets and numbering the houses.
13. Preventing and removing nuisances in thoroughfares,
encroachments on streets and lanes, and impediments
therein.
14. Preventing nuisances likely to arise from the building
or repair of houses.
*

15. Prevention of fire.
16. Driving cattle through the streets.
17. The granting to private individuals the use of the
Court Houses or any public building, or any portion
thereof, under the control of the Municipal Board.
18. The sale of bread.
19. Preventing the adulteration or watering of milk.
20. Persons loitering in the streets, and beasts tethered or
at large in any public thoroughfare, or vacant or un
enclosed land.
21. The charges in cases of distress and sale in enforcing
penalties under the Regulations.
22. The route of horses, vehicles and persons, during Divine
Service, or the holding of any Courts or any public
amusement, or on any special occasion.
23. The prohibiting or suspending the traffic of wheeled
vehicles in particular localities at special times, and stop
ping up portions of the thoroughfares altogether or
partially, permanently or temporarily.

The Kingston Police Law, 1881.
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S c h e d u le C .

I,

do hereby certify that on
the application o f
, now
living at
I have caused the
carriage known by the following marks or description
(here state marks or description by which the carriage
may be identified) to be inspected, which the said
desires to use and
let to hire as a hackney carriage, and I certify that the
said carriage is in a fit and proper condition for public
use, and that
persons are to be
carried thereby.
CSigned)
Inspector of Constabulary.

11
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J A M A IC A — L A W 1 OF 1882.
The Hoad Laws Amendment Law, 188%.
[18th January,
J’HEREAS i f is expedient to enlarge the powers of the Preamble.
;
road authorities :—
S p S «?t •&&&
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
the Island, o f Jamaica as follow s:—
1— When from a landslip or other cause a quantity of earth, Power to throw
j
n
,,
i
ii
i
i» •> upon adjoining land
stones or other matter, has fallen upon any road, ancL it anyeart#,&c.,fallen
is deemed expedient to clear away the same, it shall be lawful
S S p or
for the Director o f Roads or any person authorized by him otherwise*
(in case the said road is a Main Road), or for the Parochial
Road Commissioners or any person acting under their orders
(in case the said road is not a Main Road), on giving twentyfour hours notice to the person in occupation o f any land
adjoining the said road, to clear away the same by throwing
it on to such land (the same not being the ground whereon
any house stands, or the garden, yard, planted walk or avenue
to any house,) and for the purpose aforesaid, and for the pur
pose o f repairing any damage thereby done to the said land,
to enter thereon and if necessary to break down any fen ce:
Provided always that if the land on which the stuff is thrown
as aforesaid is cultivated, or is otherwise reclaimed from its
natural state, the parties aforesaid shall clear away the said
stuff from the said land, and otherwise repair as far as practi
cable any damage they may have done.

o

ft

2— Compensation shall be given to the occupier of any land
cultivated, or otherwise reclaimed from its natural state, in
respect o f the temporary use of the said land as aforesaid,

Compensation in
respect thereof.

2
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and to the owner and occupier according to their respective
interests in respect of any permanent damage done to the
said land and not fully repaired.
M
Wm

How compensation
to be ascertained.

3—In case the amount of compensation to be paid is not
agreed upon the same shall be assessed,
in the case of the Director of Roads,, in the manner
prescribed by The Lands Clauses Law, 1872, for the set
tlement of disputed compensation for lands injuriously
affected by the execution of the works, and
in the case of the Parochial Road Commissioners, in
manner provided by Law 2(J of 1873 for determining the
amount to be paid for a grant of the land required for
any road and a release of claims to damages,

Power to impound
stock on Parochial
Roads.

Power to destroy
swine on Main
Roads.

1— The Parochial Road Commissioners of any Parish, or any
person or persons acting under their authority, or any Consta
ble, may impound cattle or other stock found straying on a
Parochial Road, or tethered on a Parochial Road for grazing.
5— It shall be lawful for the Director of Roads, or any per
son or persons acting under his authority, or any Constable, to
destroy or cause to be destroyed any swine found at large on
any Main Road.

J A M A IC A

L A W 2 OF 1882.

Wolmer's Free School Law *1882,
^

\_18th January, 1882.]

HE REAS the Act passed in the eighteenth year o f the
reign o f her present Majesty, Chapter sixty-one, has been
repealed, but it is expedient to continue the provision con
tained inhSection nineteen thereof as to the government of

Preamble.

w

W olmer’s Free S ch ool:
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
the Island o f Jamaica as follows :
1— The Municipal Board of the Parish o f Kingston shall
have the superintendence, regulation, direction, administra
tion and management, o f the charitable institution commonly
called “ Wolmer’s Free School,” established in the said Parish,
and o f all the business concerns and affairs o f the said insti
tution, and the nomination and appointment o f all officers
teachers and servants whatsoever necessary to be employed
in the 6aid institution, anything in any former act o f this
Island to the contrary hereof in anywise notwithstanding.

Wolmer’s Free
School to be under
government of the
Municipal Board of
the Parish of K ing
ston.
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The Customs Consolidation Law Amendment Law, 1882.
[21st January, 1882J]
^ H E R E A S it is expedient to amend Sections 133 and 134
o f The Customs Consolidation Law, 1877 :—

Preamble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
the Island o f Jamaica as follow s:—
1— Section 133 o f The Customs Consolidation Law, 1877, is
hereby amended by omitting the words “ as contraband of
|i war” in the sixth line.

Section 133 o f Law
18 o f 1877 amend
ed.

7 2— Section 134 o f The Customs Consolidation Law, 1877, is
hereby repealed:— Provided always that this repeal shall not
affect the validity o f anything heretofore done under or in
pursuance o f the said Section.

Section 134 o f
same Law repeal
ed.

3— In lieu o f Section 134 of the said Law, the following
shall be read as Section 134 as if it had originally
O
«/ been
• inserted in the said Law (that is to say) :—

Power to prohibit
by Proclam ation
the export, &c., o f
arms and ammu
nition, &c.

“ 134 (1.) The Governor may, by Proclamation to be
“ published in the Jamaica Gazette, prohibit to be
exported or carried coastwise, or taken or sent
“ away from any place within the limits of this Colony,
u any arms, ammunition, gunpowder, military or naval
“ stores, or any articles which the Governor shall judge
u capable of being converted into or made useful in
“ increasing the quantity of military or naval stores ;
“ and if any goods so prohibited shall be exported from
“ this Island, or carried coastwise, or taken or sent away
“ from any place* within the limits of this Colony, or be
u water borne to be exported or carried coastwise, or
il taken or sent away from any place within the limits
u o f this Colony, they shall be forfeited.
%

2
Onns probandi in
cases for forfei
ture.

Power to rummage
and seize.

Penalties on at
tem pting or being
concerned in pro
hibited exportation
o f goods.

Power to detain
ship with arms,
&c. on board.

Powers to remit
forfeitures or fines
and stay proceed
ings.

[Ch . 3.]
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“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

“ (2.) In proceedings for tlie forfeiture of any goods
under this Section the onus of proof shall he upon
the person claiming the goods, and it shall not be necessary for the person prosecuting the suit to prove
that the goods are liable to seizure or forfeiture.
“ (3.) The Officers of Customs, and any persons acting
with their concurrence, may go on board any ship or
boat, and rummage and search for goods the exportation or carrying coastwise or taking or sending away
of which is prohibited by Proclamation under this Law,
and may seize any such goods.
“ (4.) Every person who places on board any ship or
boat any goods, the exportation or carrying coastwise or •
taking or sending away of which is prohibited by Proclamation under this Law, for the purpose of exporting
or carrying coastwise or sending or taking away such
goods, and every person who is in any way knowingly
concerned in so placing on board any ship or boat any
such goods with such purpose, and every person who
attempts to export or carry coastwise or send or lake
away any of such goods contrary to such Proclamation,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.

“
“
“
“
“
“

u (5.) The Officers of Customs, and any persons acting
with their concurrence, may stop any ship or boat
having on board any goods o f which the exportation or
carrying coastwise or taking or sending away is prohibited by Proclamation under this Law, and may detain
it until such goods have been seized and removed under
this Law.

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

“ (6.) The Governor may direct, in any particular case,
that no suit for forfeiture or other proceeding under
this Law shall be commenced, or if any such a suit or
proceeding has been commenced may cause the same
to be stopped, by directing the Attorney-General to
enter a nolle prosequi, or to take such other step as
may be necessary to stop such suit or proceeding. The
Governor may, if he think fit, after any condemnation
o f goods, or payment o f any fine under this Law, return
the whole or any portion o f such goods or fine to the
owner of the goods, or the person paying the fine.

The Customs Consolidation Law Amendment Law, 1882. [O h . 3.]

3

#

/

“ (7.) The Governor may at any time, by subsequent
“ Proclamation in the Jamaica Gazette, revoke any Pro“ clamation issued under the authority o f this Law.

Power to revoke
Proclamation.

i{ (8.) The Governor may, during the time that any Pro“ clamation under this Law is in force, permit the export
“ or carriage coastwise, or taking or sending away of
“ any goods the export of which is forbidden by such Pro<k clamation, by such persons, and on such terms, and
“ subject to such conditions and regulations (if any) as to
“ the Governor may seem fit.

Pow er to perm it
export o f prohi
bited'goodfl.

“ Export” explain*
4—
In construing the foregoing Section, or any Proclamation
ed and enlarged.
made thereunder, the word “ export” shall include any re
moval from within the limits o f Jamaica ; and any Proclama
tion made under the said Section shall apply as well to goods
brought into any port or place in Jamaica (whether from dis
tress or other necessity, or otherwise while in the course of any
voyage) as to goods introduced or intended to be introduced
into Jamaica.
Repeal
5—
The following Act and Laws shall be and the same are
hereby repealed :— 25 Vic., Chapter 23, Law 17 o f 1871 and
Law 23 o f 1873.

clause.

The Criminal Codey 1879, Amendment Law, 1882.

[2le t January, i<9£#.]

w

HEREAS it is expedient to amend The Criminal Code,

Pream ble.

1879:— -

Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council o f the Island of Jamaica as follows
1—
Sections 61, 67, 92, 112, 134, 148, 265, 271 and 272, of Flogging and ^
The Criminal Code, 1879, shall be and the same are hereby ^weTirfrespeot of
amended, by omitting therefrom so much o f the said Sections °°rtain offenoeBas authorizes the punishment o f flogging or whipping for the
offences therein respectively referred to.
Section. 60 o f the
2—
So much o f Section 60 o f the Code as authorizes the
Crim inal Code
punishment of flogging or whipping in addition to any other amended.
punishment for an assault on a person acting as a Judicial
or Peace Officer shall be and the same is hereby repealed.

3 -Sub-section I I I o f Section 23 o f the Code shall be and Section 23 Sub.
section I I I repealthe same is hereby repealed.
ed.
4 — The

power to sentence to flogging in addition to penal Sections 66 and
1
.
oo
o
1
168 o f the Code
servitude conferred by Sections 65 and 168 o f the Code shall amended,
be in the discretion o f the Court.
5— Section 22, Sub-section I I I o f Section 26, and the third
.
Column o f Part I, o f the Table appended to Section 27, are
hereby amended, by substituting the words “ sixteen years of
age” for the words “ twenty years o f age” whenever the latter

Am endm ent o f
Sections 22,26 and
27 of the Code,

words occur.
6— The Provisions o f The Criminal Code, 1879, as amended
by this Law, shall apply to the Turks and Caicos Islands on
and from a day to be appointed by the Governor by Procla
mation in the said Islands.

E xtension o f C ri
m inal Code, 1879,
to the Turks and
Caicos Islands.
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The Stamp Duty Law, 1868 (M arine Insurance) Amendment
hte&l
Law, 1882..
,
'[30th Jam iary,188-2
HEREAS it is desirable to afford facilities for Insurance
upon or in respect o f coastwise voyages:—

W

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
the Island o f Jamaica, as follows :—
1— The Provisions o f the Schedule to the Stamp Duty Law,
1868, shall not apply
to any Policy o f Assurance or Insurance, or other instru
ment by whatever name the same shall be called,
whereby any assurance shall be made or agreed to be
made, or any risk shall be accepted or agreed to be
accepted, upon any ship or vessel, or upon any goods
merchandize or other property on board o f any ship
or vessel, or upon the freight of any ship or vessel, or
upon any other interest in or relating to any ship or
vessel which may lawfully be insured, in cases where
the said policy or risk is limited to a coastwise voyage
or a coastwise service, or
to any receipt or memorandum in the nature o f or pur. porting to be such policy as aforesaid, or evidencing
any payment o f premium for or agreement to give any
such policy or accept such risk ;
but upon every such policy, instrument, receipt or memoran
dum as aforesaid, there shall be raised the following duty (that
is to say) :
'
W hen the sum insured or risk accepted shall £ s. d>
not amount to £500, then for every £20 and
fractional part o f £20
0B 0B 1

Stamp D uty Law,
1868, amended as
to insurances and
marine risks coast
wise.

2

[C h . 5.] The Stamp D uty Law ( Marine Insurance) Amendment Law .

When the sum insured or risk accepted £ s. d.
amounts to or exceeds £500, then for every
sum of £500 and fractional part of £500 of
0 2 6
the sum insured
“ Coastwise” shall mean and include only voyages from
port to port of this Island without liberty to call at any port
or place beyond the limits of this Island.
This Law incorpo
rated with Stamp
Act.

2—This Law is incorporated with the Stamp Duty Law*
1868, and the Provision hereinbefore contained shall be read
and eonstrued as if it formed part of the Schedule to that Law-

JAM AIC A— L A W 6 OF 1882.

The Prohate o f Deeds Law Amendment Laio, 1882.
X&Jt-th February, 1882.']
HEKEAS it is expedient to amend Section 5 of an Act
passed in the Twenty-seventh year of Her present Ma
jesty’s Beign, Chapter Seventeen, entitled “ An Act to con
solidate and amend the Laws of this Island relating to the
Probate of Heeds executed in and out of this Island” :—

Preamble.

Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council of the Island of Jamaica as follows :—
27 V ic. c. 17, Sec.
1— Section 5 of the hereinbefore mentioned Act, passed in
5, amended as to
the Twenty-seventh year of Her present Majesty, Chapter local date o f P ro
bate o f Deeds.
Seventeen, is hereby amended by omitting the words “ and
local” in the last line thereof.

2— No Heed executed in this Island since the passing of the
Amendment retro
spective.
said Act shall be deemed to be invalid or insufficiently proved
by reason only of the probate thereof not bearing the local
date thereof.

JA M A IC A — L A W 7 OF 1882
The Common Lodging-House Law, 1882.
[24th February, 1882.~\
^AT'HEREAS provision is made by Section 25 of Law 6 of
* *
1867, empowering the Local Boards of Health of the
respective Parishes o f this Island to declare certain premises
within their respective districts to be Common Lodging-houses,
and it is provided that thereupon the said Lodging-houses
shall be subject to such By-laws as may be from time to
time made by such Board for the proper government and re
gulation
of the same :—
O
And Whereas it is expedient to make further provision as
to the government o f any premises that may from time to
time be declared Common Lodging-houses as aforesaid :—

Preamble.

Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council o f Jamaica as follows :—
1 — This

Law shall be deemed to be incorporated with arid This Law incorpoform part o f Law 6 o f 1867, entitled “ A Law to establish onser™*1 Law 6
Boards o f Health.”
2 — -Nothing

in this Law contained shall be deemed to limit Powers under Law
the powers conferred on the respective Local Boards, by noUimftedf60*’26,
Section 2 5 of Law 6 o f 1867, to make By-laws for the proper
government and regulation of Common Lodging-houses.
3—The lessee or tenant of any house or rooms that have
been declared and registered as a Common Lodging-house under the said Law shall be deemed to be the keeper thereof for
the purposes of this Law ; and in case such person cannot be
discovered, the owner of such premises shall be deemed to be
the keeper until discovery of the lessee or tenant.

Keeper o f a Com-

4s—When any house or rooms in a yard have been declared
a Common Lodging-house by any Local Board of Health, and
have been registered with the said Local Board as such, the

Statutory Rules
applicable to Com
mon Lodgiug-

defi^edf

housee.

3

2

As to number of
inmates.

[C h . 7 .]
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following Rules and Regulations shall apply to such Common
Lodging-house in addition to any By-laws that may he madeby the said Board pursuant to the Provisions of Section 25 o f
Law 6 of 1867, that is to say,—
(1.) The number o f inmates to he permitted to lodge
therein shall not exceed such proportion to the number
of cubic feet contained in the part of the said Lodginghouse appropriated to lodgers as may he fixed by any
By-law duly made by the said Board.

A s to separation o f
the sexes.

(2.) Persons o f different sexes shall not be taken in as
lodgers in any such Lodging-house unless a definite and
proper portion of such house is appropriated to each sex,
and proper provision is made for the separation o f the
sexes in accordance with any By-law that may he made
on the subject by the said Board :—Provided always that
children of either sex under ten years of age need not he
separated from women.

R egistry o f parti
culars as to num
bers and sex.

(3 ) Every Local Board on declaring any house or rooms
to he a Common Lodging-house shall take measures to as
certain the number o f persons that can be accommodated
therein, and also whether persons of different sexes can
he taken in.
In the event of the latter question being determined in
the negative the keeper of such house shall be required
# to state whether he elects to keep the said house for
male or for female lodgers.
I f no reply to such question is received within seven
days the Local Board may determine whether the said
house shall he for the accommodation of men or of
w om en; but if a reply is received within such seven days
the Local Board shall determine such question in accord
ance with the wishes of the keeper of such Lodging-house.
On the said question being determined as aforesaid, the
Local Board shall enter on the Register the following
particulars, namely
•
(a.) The total number of lodgers that may lawfully
be taken in as lodgers at the Lodging-house and the
sex of such lodgers; or
(b.) I f the said Lodging-house can lawfully accom
modate persons of different sexes, the number o f per
sons of each sex that may he therein accommodated.
On the said particulars being entered the said Lodginghouse shall be deemed to be duly registered to accom-
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3

modate lodgers o f the number and sex specified in the
Register.
On such particulars as aforesaid being entered
the Local Board shall send to 1he keeper o f the Lodginghouse a written notice informing him that his house has
been registered as aforesaid.
(4 .)

N otice o f R e g is ir j.

(5.) Within seven days o f the receipt of such notice N otice to appear
the keeper o f the Lodging-house named therein shall affix, on Lodsing-^o^on the outside over the main entrance o f the house, and
keep undefaced and legible, a notice with the words
“ Registered Common Lodging-house for
men, or for
women, or for
men and
women,” as the case
may be, according to the tenor o f the Register for the
time being.
Any registered Common Lodging-house may be P ow er to enter and
entered and inspected at any time o f the day or night by f§|||f Lod&insany Inspector or Sub-Inspector o f Police, or any Serjeant
or Corporal o f Police authorized generally thereunto in
writing by the Inspector or Sub-Inspector o f the district:—
Provided that no . such authorization as aforesaid shall
be in force for more than seven days at a time.
(6 .)

P

(7.) Any person as aforesaid making any such inspec- R eport
tion as aforesaid shall make a written report thereof to tion*
the Local Board o f Health.

o f inspec

5 —-When a house or rooms have been duly declared a Com- A lteration of Re
mon Lodging-house, and registered as such as a Lodging-house §istcr» and Proce
„
,
dure as to same.
lor men, or tor women, or for men and women, as the case may
be, the keeper o f such house may at any time thereafter apply
in writing to the Local Board to alter the entry in the Register as
to the sex o f the lodgers, or (in the event o f the bouse being en
larged) as to the number o f lodgers which the said house is regis
tered to receive; and thereupon the said Board, if the proposed
alteration does not contravene the By-laws o f the said Board
upon the subject, shall cause the Register to he altered accord
ingly ; and thereupon notice shall be given as provided by Sub
section 4 o f Section 4 o f this Law, and the keeper o f the said
Lodging-house shall make thenecessary alteration in thenotice
required to be affixed and kept by Sub-section 5 o f the said
Section; and from the time o f such alteration being made
the said Lodging-house shall be deemed to be duly registered
in respect o f the altered number, or sex (as the case may be),
o f the lodgers which it is registered to accommodate.

n

o

<i
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Offenpes agamet

6-—The keeper of any house or rooms that have been duly
declared a Common Lodging-house and registered as aforesaid
who, after the receipt of the notice provided for by
Sub-section 4 of Section 4, allows a larger number of
lodgers to be in his house at night than that which ac
cording to the Register aforesaid may lawfully be accom
modated therein for the time being, or
who, the said Lodging-house being registered as a
Lodging-house for persons of one sex only, allows persons
o f the opposite sex to be therein at night, or
who, the Lodging-house being registered as a Lodginghouse for men and women, allows any woman to be by
night in the portion appropriated to men, or any man to
be by night in the portion appropriated to women, (other
than an Inspector or Sub-Inspector of Police, or a duly
authorized Serjeant or Corporal of Police while making
an inspection,) or
who allows a larger number of men or women to be by
night in the portion appropriated to either than that for
which the said house is registered as aforesaid,
shall, in any such case, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
Ten Pounds.
The keeper of any such house as aforesaid who shall fail to
comply with the Provisions contained in Sub-section 5 of Sec
tion 4 shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding Porty Shil
lings.
The keeper of a Common Lodging-house, or any person hav
ing or acting in the care or management thereof, who shall
hinder or obstruct any officer authorized under the Provisions
of this Law to enter and inspect Common Lodging-houses while
in the performance or attempted performance of such duty,
shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding Eive Pounds.

aitfes therefor.

'

Certified copy o f
ter to be evidence.

T h e Com m on L o d g in g -H o u s e L a w , 1S82.

7—A copy of any entry in the Register kept by anv Local
Board of Health pursuant to this Law, certified by the Clerk
of said Board to be a true copy, shall be received in all Courts
and on all occasions as evidence, and shall be sufficient proof
of the matter registered, without production of the Register, or
of any document or thing on which the entry is founded; and
a certified copy of any such entry shall be supplied gratis by the
Clerk to any person applying at a reasonable time for the same.
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8—Jt shall be lawful for every Local Board o f Health from
time to time, subject to the Provisions o f Section 14 of Law
6 o f 1867 as to the approval and confirmation thereof, to make
By-laws—
*
#
*

5
Pow ers to L ocal
B oard o f H ealth to
make By-Law s f o r '
specified purposes.

(1.) Por fixing, and from time to time varying, the
number o f lodgers who m a y b e received into a Common
Lodging-house o f any given area and dimensions, and
(2.) Por the separation o f the sexes in Common Lodginghouses intended for the reception o f persons o f both
sexes, and
(3.) Por promoting cleanliness and ventilation in such
houses, and
(4.) Por the giving o f notices and the taking precau
tions in the case o f any infectious disease, and
(5.) W ith respect to the inspection o f all Common
Lodging-houses, and
(6.) W ith respect to the particulars to be entered on
the Register o f Common Lodging-houses kept under this
Law, and
(7.) Generally for the well-ordering o f such houses :—
Provided always that nothing in this Law contained shall be
deemed to in any way limit the power heretofore conferred on
Lo cal Boards o f Health to make By-laws.
D uty o f K eeper to
9—
The keeper o f a Common Lodging-house shall, to the sa
lim ewash walls and
tisfaction o f the local authority, limewash the walls and ceil ceilings.
ings thereof in the first week o f each o f the months o f April
and October in every year, and shall, if he fails to do so, be
liable to a penalty not exceeding Porty Shillings.

10—
The keeper o f a Common Lodging-house shall, when Kaeeper to give
notice if lodger has
person in such house is ill o f any infectious disease, give im any infectious
disease.
mediate notice thereof to the Health Officer o f the Local Board
o f Health o f the Parish in which the Common Lodging-house
is situated.
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The Registration Law Amendment Law, 1882.

[24th February, 1882.']

w

HEREAS it is deemed expedient to amend the Registra
tion Law, 1881:—

Preamble.

Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council o f the Island o f Jamaica as follows :—
1— Section 18 o f the Registration Law, 1881, shall he and
the same is hereby repealed, and in lieu thereof the following
shall he read as Section 18 o f the said Law :
18. “ In the case o f an illegitimate child, no person
ii
shall as father o f such child he required to give infor
u
mation under this Law concerning the birth o f such
ii
child, and the Registrar shall not enter on the Regis
a tration Eorm and Counterfoil the name o f any person
a as father o f such child unless at the joint request of
a the mother and o f the person acknowledging himself to
a be the father o f such child, and such person shall in
a such case sign the Registration Eorm and Counterfoil
together with the mother.”

Law 13 of 1881,
Sec, 18, as to illegi
timate children,
amended.

JAM AIC A— L A W 9 OF 1882
■

The Prescription Law, 1882.

B Eit

[25th Februai'y, 1882.]

enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Preamble,
the Island o f Jamaica as follow s:—

1 The Prescription Law, 1881, (Law 11 o f 1881) shall be Law n of 1881 re
pealed.
ttnd the same is hereby repealed.

2— When any profit or benefit, or any way or easement, Effect of 20 years
I _______ i ____ __
,i
n
, .
, . , enjoyment of ease■or any water course, or the use of any water, a claim to which ments, ways, &c.
may be lawfully made at the Common Law, by custom, pre- over lands*
scription or grant, shall have been actually enjoyed or derived
upon over or from any land or water of Her Majesty the
<Jueen, Her Heirs and Successors, or of any person, or of any
body corporate, by any person claiming right thereto, with
out interruption for the full period of twenty years, the right
thereto shall, subject to the provisoes hereinafter contained,
be deemed absolute and indefeasible, unless it shall appear
that the same was enjoyed by some consent or agreement
oxpressly made or given for that purpose by deed or writing.
3—
When the access and use o f light or air to and for any Effeot of 20 yea™
dwelling house, workshop or other building, shall have been Hghtor^r.1186°f
actually enjoyed therewith for the full period of twenty years
without interruption, the right thereto shall, subject to the
proviso hereinafter contained, be deemed absolute and inde
feasible, unless it shall appear that the same was enjoyed by
some consent or agreement expressly made or given for that
purpose in writing.
4— Each o f the respective periods hereinbefore mentioned
shall be deemed and taken to be the period before some action
or suit wherein the claim or matter to which such period may
relate shall have been, or shall be, brought in question ; And
no act or other matter shall be deemed to be an interruption

Computation of

ime*
“interruption”

fined*

de-

2
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The Prescription Law , 1882 .

within the meaning o f this Law unless the same shall havebeen, or shall be, submitted to or acquiesced in for one year
after the party interrupted shall have had or shall have
notice thereof and of the person making or authorizing the
same.
N o presumptions
to be drawn from
use for a less
period.

5— In the several cases mentioned in and provided for by
this Law no presumption shall be allowed or made in favour
or support o f any claim upon proof of the exercise or enjoy
ment o f the right or matter claimed for any less period o f
time, or number o f years, than for such period or number
mentioned in this Law as may he applicable to the case and
to the nature of the elaim.

Provisions in cases
o f persons under
disabilities.

6— Provided always that the time duringo which anyj person
r ui,ow“ >
otherwise capable o f resisting any claim to any of the matters
before mentioned, shall have been or shall be an infant, idiot,
non compos mentis or fem e coverte9 shall be excluded in the
computation of the periods hereinbefore mentioned, so that
however in no case shall a claim to any of the matters afore
said be liable to be defeated, by reason o f anything in this
Section contained, after such enjoyment as is hereinbefore
described for the full period o f thirty years.

tenancies^or868
life, or for any

term exceeding
three years.

"

7— Provided always that when any land or water, upon
over or from which any such profit or benefit, way, easement,
^
’
water course or use of water, shall have been or shall be en
joyed or derived, hath been or shall be held under or by virtue
o f any term of life, or any term of years exceeding three
years from the granting thereof, the time of the enjoyment of
any such profit or other matter during the continuance of such
term shall be excluded in the computation o f the said period
o f twenty years, in case the claim thereto shall within three
years next after the end or sooner determination of such term
be resisted by any person entitled to any reversion or remain
der expectant on the determination thereof.

JAM AICA—LAW 10 OF 1882.
,

,

,

The Criminal Procedure Code 1879 Amendment Law 1882

*

February

.

,

H EREAS it is deemed expedient to amend the Criminal
Procedure C ode:—
Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council o f the Island o f Jamaica as follows :—

Pream ble.

1— Section 9, Sub-section 1, o f the Criminal Procedure Code
shall be and the same is hereby amended by omitting the
words “ and he shall he examined by the M agistrate/’

Law 37 o f 1879.
Sec. 9, Sub-sec. 1
amended.

2— Section 101 o f the said Code shall be and the same is
hereby repealed ; and in lieu thereof it is hereby provided that
every one proceeded against by Indictment for any offence
shall be a competent witness for himself or herself upon his
or her trial for such offence, and the wife or husband, as the
case may be, o f every such accused person shall be a com pe
tent witness for him or her upon such t r ia l:— Provided that
no such person shall be liable to be called as a witness by the
prosecutor, but every such witness called and giving evidence
on behalf o f the accused shall be liable to be cross-examined

Sec. 301, as to exa
m ination o f accus
ed, and the w ife or
husband o f the ac
cused, amended.

W
•

I

like any other witness on any matter though not arising out
of his examination in c h ie f:— Provided that, so far as the crossexamination relates to the credit o f the witness, the Court
may limit such cross-examination to such extent as it thinks
proper, although the proposed cross-examination might be
permissible in the case o f any other witness.
3— Sub-section 2, o f Section 102 o f the said Code shall be and
the same is hereby repealed, and the follow ing shall be read
and taken in lieu th e re o f:—

Sec. 102. Sub-seo.
2, as to statements
o f the accused,
amended.

2
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Sec. 105. Sub-Bee.
0, amended.
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102, Sub-section 2. The statements made by an accused
“ person at a preliminary inquiry, or the fact that he
“ declined to make any statement, shall be given in
evidence at his trial, and may be given m evidence
“ at a subsequent trial of the same person on any
“ other charge founded on the same acts or events.”

4 -Section 105, Sub-section 3 of the said Code shall be and
the same is hereby amended by omitting the words “ upon
examination or otherwise.”
—-

JA M A IC A — L A W 11 OF 1882.

A Law to demonetize Bronze and Copper Coins and to extend the
Nickel Coi/nage to the Turks and Caicos Islands.
[25th February, 1882J]
HEREAS it is expedient to demonetize the Bronze and Preamble.
Copper Coins heretofore current in this Island, and in
the Turks and Caicos Islands, and to extend the Nickel cur
rency now current in Jamaica to the Turks and Caicos
Islands :

w

■*

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
the Island o f Jamaica as follow s:—
1 — Erom and after the coming into operation of this Law Copper and Bronze
.-.-i
1.1
s
Coins demonethe bronze or copper penny, and the several sub-divisions tized.
thereof, shall cease to be a legal tender in this Island, and in
the Turks and Caicos Islands.
2— Coins o f the denomination of one penny, one halfpenny Nickel coinage o f
•
in
.i
.
.
this Island to be a
and one' iarthing, issued by the Governor o f this Island in a legal tender in the
nickel currency pursuant to the Provisions of Law 49 of 1869
and Law 13 o f 1880, shall be current in the Turks and Caicos
Islands, and shall be a legal tender at the value set forth in
the two recited Laws respectively, subject to the provisoes con
tained in the said Laws.

Islands as in Jamaica.

JAMAICA—LAW 12 OF 1882
3

A Law fo r the Security o f the Treasury in respect o f the
Redemption thereout o f certain Debentures.
\28th February, 1882.’]

T T 7HEREAS it is in the contemplation of the Governor to
raise money by the issue of Debentures under Law 19
o f 1880, to he applied in the redemption of Debentures issued
by the Kingston Market Commissioners, by the Kingston and
Liguanea Water Works Commissioners, by the Rio Cobre
Canal Commissioners, and by the Kingston Gas Commissioners
respectively:—

Preamble.

And Whereas it was intended and it is desirable to provide
that upon the redemption by the Government o f any such
Debentures the Government should, in respect of the aforesaid
undertakings respectively, be and be placed in the position of
the holders of such Debentures :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
the Island o f Jamaica as follows :—
1— That upon the redemption by the Government of Ja
maica o f any Debentures heretofore issued by the Kingston
Market Commissioners, or by the Kingston and Liguanea
Water Works Commissioners, or by the Rio Cobre Canal
Commissioners, or by the Kingston Gas Commissioners, the
amount paid out o f the Treasury for such redemption,
together with such sum as may, in the opinion of the Go
vernor, be sufficient to cover the costs, charges and expenses,
attendant on the issue and prospective redemption o f the
Debentures issued under Law 19 of 1880, shall be debited in
the Treasury Books to the Commissioners of the undertaking
whose Debentures are redeemed ; and there shall also from

The amounts o f
certain Deben
tures, if redeemed
by the Govern
ment, to be charge
able, with interest,
to the undertak
ings for which
they were issued,
and to be repaid
out o f the funds
thereof.

2
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time to time be debited as aforesaid interest on the aggregate
amount debited as aforesaid, payable half-yearly, at such rate
not exceeding five per cent, per annum as the Governor,
having regard to the average price at which the said Deben
tures may be issued, may determine ; such interest as it from
time to time becomes due shall, unless duly paid, be added to
the principal amount and be deemed to form part thereof; and
the spid amount with interest as aforesaid shall be a charge on
such undertaking and the revenues thereof, and on all property
pledged or held in trust for the re-payment of the said Deben
tures, as fully as the redeemed Debentures and the interest
payable on the same were previously a charge thereon, and
shall be repaid to the Treasury out of the funds of such under
taking at the same time, in the same manner and by the same
means, as the redeemed Debentures would have had to be paid
if they had not been redeemed.

The
[28 th February, 1882.']
HEKEAS a mistake has been made in the Schools Com- Preamble.
mission Law, 1879, in describing the School which
was then being carried on at Walton in the Parish o f St. Ann
as “ The Walton Eree School,” whereas the proper title o f the
said School pursuant to the Provisions o f 48 George III., Chapter
25, is “ The Jamaica Eree School,” and it is expedient to amend
the said error:

w

And Whereas the said Law gives power to the Commission
to deal with and dispose o f any property under its control, in
such manner as it may think fit, for the purposes o f the said
Law, and also under certain circumstances to charge its pro
perty with the payment of moneys, and interest, to be borrowed
on the security o f the same, but the said Law makes no provi
sion as to how deeds and other instruments for any of the abovementioned purposes are to be executed, and it is expedient to
make such provision:—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
the Island o f Jamaica as follow s:—
1— Sections 41 and 42 o f the Schools Commission Law, Sections 41 and 42
1879, are hereby amended by inserting the words “ The Commission °Law,
Jamaica Eree School” in lieu o f the words “ The Walton Eree 1879, amended*
School” in places where the latter words occur.
2— Any conveyance, mortgage, charge or other instrument, H ow Deeds affect
affecting any o f the lands or tenements now vested or which m^sionenuo b©m
may hereafter become vested in the Jamaica Schools Com- oxecuted*
mission shall be signed by three o f the said Commissioners, of
■whom the Chairman or Vice-Chairman shall be one, and given
under their Common Seal.
0

\

JAMAICA—LA W 14 OF 1882
The Rectors' Fund and Curates' Fund Law, 1882.

[28th February, 1882.]
HEREAS, prior to the passing o f Law 12 o f 1868, four Preamble.
Rectories which were abolished by that Law were
allowed to remain for some time without any Rectors being
appointed to fill them respectively :

w

And Whereas by reason o f such non-appointment the sums
directed by Section 2 o f 9 Victoria, Chapter 39, to be retained
were not so retained in the case o f the said Rectories, and
consequently never vested in the Trustees of “ The Rectors’
Fund” , although it was provided by Section 6 o f the said
A ct that the said sums should be so retained whether there be
any lapse o f stipend or n o t :
And Whereas it has been agreed between the Government of
this Island and the said Trustees o f “ The Rectors’ Fund” that,
in consideration o f the said Trustees waiving their claim to
the payment o f the said sums, the public revenue o f this Island
should stand pledged to guarantee the payment o f the annual
allowances to the widows and children o f deceased Rectors,
payable as from December 1881 out o f the said Rectors’ Fund,
at the full rate fixed by Section 9 o f the said Act, and expressed
in the scheme o f distribution therein contained, but it is ne
cessary that the said agreement should be sanctioned and rati
fied by L a w :
And Whereas it is expedient to make provision for the event
o f there being any surplus over in the hands o f the said Trus
tees, or in the hands o f the Trustees o f the Curates’ Fund,

2
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after satisfaction o f all claims upon the said funds respec
tively :—
Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council o f the Island o f Jamaica as follows :—

P aym ents o f al
low ances from the
R ectors’ and C u
rates' F und, gu a
ranteed b y the Is 
land.

1—

The public revenues o f this Island are hereby pledged
to guarantee the payment, by the Trustees o f “ The Rectors ’
Fund” , o f the annual allowances to be paid under the Provi
sions o f an A ct passed in the ninth year o f the reign o f Her
present Majesty, Chapter Thirty-nine, intituled “ A n Act to
Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to the Rectors’
Fund,” at the fu ll rate fixed by the Ninth Section o f the said
Act, as from the Month o f December One Thousand Eight
Hundred and Eighty-one, to all widows and children having
lawful claim thereto under the Provisions of the said A ct, in
case there should hereafter be not sufficient Funds at the dis
posal o f the said Trustees to make such payments.

H ow surplus funds
o f the R ectors’ and
Curates’ Funds are
to be applied.

2—
I f any part o f the said Fund, or any part o f the Curates’
Fund, should remain over in the hands of the Trustees thereof
respectively after full payment by them o f the allowances
lawfully payable to the widows and children o f deceased
Rectors or Curates having, claim thereto, it shall be lawful
for the Governor, upon being notified by the Trustees o f
either Fund that no further claim exists upon such Fund
and that a surplus remains in their hands, to order that such
surplus should be paid over to the Incorporated Lay Body o f
the Church o f England, to be by them applied as in their
discretion m ay seem best towards any Fund that may then or
thereafter exist for providing pensions to the widows or
children o f deceased Clergymen o f that Church, aud such
Funds shall thereupon be paid over accordingly.

JAMAICA—LAW 15 OF 1882.
A Laio to exempt Certain Souses from the Tax on Souses fo r
the Support o f the Poor.
[8 th March, 1882.j
HEREAS it is expedient to encourage a provision o f
houses by owners o f estates for persons working thereon,
by exempting such houses under certain circumstances from
the tax on houses for the support o f the poor :—

W

Preamble.

Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
Council of the Island o f Jamaica, as follow s:—

1— No

house, barracks or other building, provided upon
any estate, plantation or pen, for the accommodation of
laborers, either permanently or otherwise employed thereon,
and their families, and occupied or inhabited by such laborers
and their families without payment o f rent, and without any
deduction from their wages as and by way o f rent, shall be
deemed to be an occupied or inhabited dwelling-house within
the meaning o f Law 5 o f 1868, as amended by Law 27 of
1869, or shall by reason merely o f such occupation be liable
to the tax or duty imposed by the said Laws :—

Certain laborers’
houses on estates,
&c., exempt from
the tax for the
poor.

Provided that a return of all such houses, barracks or other
buildings, be made by the occupier or manager o f the estate,
plantation or pen, to the Collector o f Taxes for the Parish in
which the same are situated, along with his other in-givings,
on the first day o f August in each year, or within ten days
thereafter ; and in the event of any such houses, barracks or
other building, not being returned as aforesaid, the Provisions
o f this Law shall not apply to the same.

Proviso.

JAMAICA—LAW 16 OF 1882.
The Law o f Costs Amendment Law, 1882.
\8th Marchy 1882.~\

w

HEREAS it is expedient to amend the Law relating to the
recovery o f costs in certain cases :

Preamble.

Be it therefore enacted by the Governor and Legislative
’Council o f the Island o f Jamaica as follows :—
1—W hen any person holding any Military or Naval Office
under the Crown, or any office in the Civil Service o f this Island>
shall he a party to any action, suit or proceeding, and the
Crown Law Officers, or either o f them, or any private legal
practitioner, shall by the direction or at the instance o f the
Governor, or at the instance o f the Senior Military or Naval
Officer in this Island, as the case may be, undertake the case o f
such person, such person, if he shall get Judgment for his costs
against the other party to such action, suit or proceeding, shall
not be disentitled to recover the costs incurred in his behalf,
by reason o f his not having personally retained the Crown
Law Officers, or other legal practitioner, or by reason o f his
not being personally responsible to the said Crown Law Offi
cers or other legal practitioner for the costs o f undertaking his
said case.

Costs o f Pnblio Of
ficers or Naval or
Military Officers
succeeding in litiga
tion recoverable
though Officers not
personally liable
for same.

2— In taxation o f the costs to be recovered as aforesaid, the
same fees and charges shall be allowed for the services o f the
Law Officers o f the Crown, or either o f them, as if such Officers
had been retained and employed by the party in question as
private legal practitioners.

As to costs of Crown
Law Officers.

JAMAICA—LAW 17 OF 1882.
A Law to allow and confirm certain Expenditure in 1879-80.
\8th March, 188%.~\
HEREAS expenditure was necessarily incurred during
the financial year 1879-80 on certain services not pro
vided for, or not fully provided for, by Law 9 of 1880 :—

W

Preamble.

Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of the
Island o f Jamaica as follow s:—

1— The

expenditure during the financial year 1879-80,
Jj*d
to the amount o f nineteen thousand eight hundred and two in 1879-80 confirmpounds, sixteen shillings and fourpence half penny, on certain
services set forth in the Schedule to this Law annexed, and not
provided for, or not fully provided for, by Law 9 of 1880, is
hereby allowed and confirmed;
SCHEDULE.

Expenditure of 1879-80 notfully provided for by Laio 9 of 1880.
Charges of Debt
Pensions
Telegraphs
Jndicial
Constabulary
Education
Miscellaneous
Registrar General’s Department
Printing and Stationery Establishment
Public Plantations and Gardens
Jamaica Railway
Public Works
Lands

£
54
618
369
151
4,139
586
1,533
380
2,214
448
1,653
6,682
969

s.
12
12
13
1
4
13
12
11
0
9
17
10
16

d.
11
11
'8£
3|
1£
7£

7\
1
10
2£
8
2
3

£19,802 16 4£

JAMAICA—LAW 18 OF 1882
The Priso?i Law, 1882.
[1 0 h April, 1882.~\
E it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f Preamble.
the Island o f Jamaica as follows
PR E LIM IN A R Y.

1— This Law shall come into operation on a day to be fixed Commencement o f
this Law.
bv the Governor, by Proclamation in the Gazette, which day
is hereafter referred to as the commencement of this Law.

r

J .

2— In the construction of this Law, unless there is something -inconsistent in the context,—

Definitions,

#

“ Penitentiary” shall include the General and the Eemale “ Penitentiary.” '
Penitentiary.

9/

“ Prison” shall include Penitentiary, District Prison,
Short Term Prison, Gaol and Lock-up, and any build
ing or ship that may from time to time be declared a
prison by the Governor. It shall include the grounds
or buildings occupied for the use o f the prison and con
tiguous thereto.

“ Prison.”

“ Superintendent” shall mean the Gaoler, Keeper or other
chief officer, o f a prison.

“ Superintendent.”

“ Officer” shall mean any person holding any office connected with or in any prison, and any Boatswain,Under
keeper, Turnkey, Assistant or Guard, or person em* ployed in any prison (other than as a domestic servant)
under any Superintendent to do duty in such prison
by day or night, or to keep watch.

“ Officer.”

‘ Prisoner” shall mean any person who shall have been “ Prisoner,”
sentenced to or ordered to be confined in any prison
under any sentence, order or warrant, or for want of
bail or sureties, or who shall be otherwise detained by
legal authority.

2
Prisons, &c., in
whom vested.

Appointment o f
Officers, &c., in
whom vested.

Rules and Regulations.

[Ce . 18.]
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8— Subject as in

this Law mentioned, the prisons of this
Island, and the furniture and effects belonging thereto, shall
be vested in the Colonial Secretary for the time being, and
his successors in the said office, in trust for Her Majesty, her
hei,rs and-successors*
The appointment of all officers, and the control and safe
custody of the prisoners, also all powers and jurisdiction at
common law or by legislative enactment vested in or exer
cisable by the Executive Government, or by Justices in
Sessions assembled, in relation to prisons or prisoners shall,
from and after the commencement of this Law, be transferred
to, vested in and exercised by, the Governor.

4
—jj. shall be lawful for the Governor from time to time, with
- -,
>
the advice of the Privy Council, to make Rules and Regulations
for the government of the several prisons,
for the guidance and direction of the officers of the same,
for the employment, safe custody, management, discipline
and treatment, of the prisoners confined therein,
for different classification of prisoners of either sex in any
prison, and
for the individual separation of all or any of the prisoners
confined in any prison, (due regard being had to the
* proper supervision, religious and other instruction, and
employment of such prisoners, and to the internal eco
nomy of the prison),
and, with the advice of the Council aforesaid, from time to
time to alter and amend any such Rules, also
as to the religious instruction to be provided, and the
religious worship to be observed, in the several prisons,
(so, however, that nothing in the Rules to be made on
this subject shall interfere with the equal rights of all
religious denominations within the said prisons,) also
for regulating the conveyance of prisoners to and from
prisons;
*
and all Rules and Regulations or amendments so made shall
be published in the Government Gazette, and shall come into
operation on such publication.
All Rules and Regulations in force concerning prisons at the
time of the passing of this Law shall continue in force until

The P rison L aw , 1 8 8 2 .
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3

altered or repealed as if made under the Provisions o f this
Law.
5— It shall further he lawful for the Governor in Privy
Council to provide in and by any such Rules and Regulations
that the infraction, neglect or contravention, of any of them
by any officer o f a prison shall be an offence punishable, on
summary conviction before any District Court Judge, by a
fine or penalty to be fixed in such Rules and Regulations, not
exceeding ten pounds; and any such officer as aforesaid who
shall be sentenced to pay any such penalty shall, in default
o f immediate payment, be and stand committed for a period
not exceeding thirty days (unless such fine or penalty shall
be sooner paid) to ttte prison nearest to that o f which he is
or was an officer.
Any such fine or penalty shall be paid to the Treasurer,
and applied in support o f the Government of the Island.
Such officer as aforesaid shall further be liable, in addition to
such fine or imprisonment, to be dismissed from his said office.

6— All

Penalties for
breach o f Rules by
Officers.

expenses incurred in respect of the maintenance of Payment o f ex.. .
,r
.
,,
.
_ '
'
„ penses o f Prisons
prisons and of the prisoners therein, and the expenses o f &c.
carrying this Law into execution, shall be defrayed out of the
General Revenue, upon the warrant of the Governor.
,
PART I.

i n

MAINTENANCE AND GOVERNMENT OF PRISONS.

Appointment o f Officers.
7—
There shall be appointed to every prison by the Gover
Appointment of
Officers.
nor, a Superintendent, a Surgeon, (who shall be a duly qua
lified Medical Practitioner,) and such subordinate officers as
may be necessary ; and to every prison in which females are
confined, a Matron, and such subordinate female officers as
may be necessary.
—The officers attached to prisons at the time of the com- E xisting
mencement o f this Law shall continue to hold their offices respec- C°n mue *
tively as if they had been severally appointed under this Law^
8—

Officers

DIRECTOR OF PRISONS.
9—

It shall be lawful for the Governor, at any time and Director o f P rifrom time to time after the passing of this Law, to appoint a ment, hl8appoint’
fit,
and
proper
person,
who
shall
be
called
the
Director
of
lA il
i•
/ 1 ? • * ' * ‘* ' . * * " / f *
M f f| !
I'/([ft
*i/\ f
Prisons, (throughout this Law referred to as the Director,) and
on occasion o f any vacancy in the office, by death, resignaj

4

Powers and duties.
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tion or otherwise, to appoint some other fit and proper per
son to fill such vacancy.
The person so appointed shall have the powers, and perfornf
the duties following, that is to say :—
He shall be the head of the Prison Department, and shall
have the general superintendence of the prisons of
- this Island, subject to the control of the Governor;
He shall carry out the orders of the Governor in all mat
ters relating to prisons and prisoners;
He shall periodically visit and inspect the said prisons, and
shall examine into the state of the buildings, so as to
form a judgment as to the repairs, additions and alteralions, which may appear necessary, regard being had to
the requisitions of this Law with respect to the separa
tion of prisoners and enforcement of hard labour, and
shall further examine into the conduct of the respec
tive officers, and the treatment and conduct of the
prisoners, the means of setting them to work, the
amount of their earnings, and the expenses attending
the prison, and shall inquire into all abuses and irre
gularities within the prison, and regulate all matters
required to be regulated by h im ;
He may suspend any officer of a prison till the decision
of the Governor is known ;
He shall, at such time or times as the Governor may
direct, make a report to the Governor of the state and
condition of the said prisons and prisoners, or upon
any matter in relation to prisons or prisoners that may
be specially referred to him ;
He shall, under the general or special directions of the
Governor, from time to time make contracts for sup
plying the said prisons with food, clothing, medicines,
and other articles necessary for the support and main
tenance of the prisoners, and also for supplying such
prisons with the tools and implements of labour, and
the material upon which such labour is to be employed,
required for the use of the prisoners; and generally for
supplying all articles and things necessary for the
maintenance and government of the prison ;
fl|

2m

‘

i
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f t

l i e shall and lie is hereby declared to be a Justice of the
Peace for every Parish of the Island:— Provided always
that without further appointment he shall act only in
the preservation of the peace, the prevention o f crime,
the detection and committal of offenders, and other
matters in connection with the discharge of his duties
as such D irector;
N
. ?
He shall have such other powers and perform such other
duties as are-conferredor imposed upon him by this Law.
His Office and
10— The Director shall have an office in Kingston, and
Clerks.
shall be assisted in the performance of his duties by such
clerks and other officers and servants as may be appointed
by the Governor.

11—

Penalty for ob
It' any person shall knowingly and wilfully obstruct
structing Director
the Director in the performance of any o f the duties imposed m his duties.
9 ;i
upon him by this Law, such person shall, on conviction be
fore a Justice, forfeit and pay for each such offence any sum
not exceeding twenty pounds, and in default of payment
shall be committed to prison, with or without hard labor, for
any period not exceeding three calendar months.
Special Inspection
12— It shall be lawful for the Governor at any time to au
or Prisons.
thorize in writing any person or persons to visit and inspect

any prison.
RULES AS TO THE COMMITMENT OP PRISONERS.

13—

To what Prison
Prisoners sentenced by any competent authority to
prisocers are to be
penal servitude, or to any term o f imprisonment with hard committed.
labour for twelve months and upwards, shall in all cases be
committed to and detained in the Penitentiary.
Prisoners sentenced as aforesaid to imprisonment with hard
labour for a term less than one year shall, subject to the
Proviso in the next paragraph contained, be committed to
and detained in the nearest District Prison.

All persons sentenced as aforesaid to imprisonment with
hard labor for a term not exceeding two calendar months
shall be committed to and detained in the nearest District
Prison or nearest Short Term Prison, whichever o f the two
may be nearest to the place of committal.
Persons committed for trial, or by way of ensuring their
attendance as witnesses, or by reason o f their refusal to give

6
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evidence, shall be committed to and detained in the gaol
nearest to the place where the trial at which the presence o f
such persons may be required is to beheld -.—Provided always
that any such person as aforesaid may, if more convenient,
be detained in a lock-up after such committal as aforesaid.
Any person sentenced to any term of imprisonment with
out hard labour, debtors, and persons ordered to he imprisoned
under any rule order or attachment for contempt o f any
Court, shall likewise be committed to and detained in the
nearest gaol.
All persons arrested upon any charge shall, until com
mitted for trial or dismissed, be detained, unless admitted to
bail, in the nearest convenient gaol or lock-up.
Power to Governor
to give % er ilirecLions an to Pri
sons in wnich pri
soners shall bo de
tained.

11— Notwithstanding any o f the Provisions in the forego
ing
O Section contained, it shall bo lawful for the Governor
from time to time, by order to be published in tlm Govern
ment Gazette, to direct that in any Parish or District, to ho
named in such order, the Rules hereinbefore contained shall
cease to apply, and to make other Rules in lieu thereof, with
reference to the description o f prison to which various classes
o f prisoners may be committed and detained.
Such order shall take effect from the publication thereof as
aforesaid, and shall remain in force until revoked by a sub
sequent order published as aforesaid.

Military and Naval
Prisoners.

15— Notu ithstanding anything hereinbefore contained,any
person imprisoned, or sentenced to bo imprisoned or detained,
in pursuance of any Act now or hereafter to ho in force for
the discipline of Her Majesty’s Military or Naval Forces, may
be sent to the General Penitentiary, and shall he received
therein ; and a certificate of the sentence o f any such person, or
an order or warrant for his imprisonment, in writing, signed,
in the case of a military offender by the Senior Military Officer
in command of Her Majesty’s Troops in this Island, and in tho
case of a naval offender by tho Commander-in-Chief on any
foreign station, or by tho Commanding Olllccr awarding tho
punishment, shall ho a sufficient authority for the Superin
tendent of the Penitentiary to receive and detain him ; and
such Superintendent shall keep such offender according to tho
terms of tho sentence order or warrant as aforesaid, and dur-

9
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ing the term specified therein, or until he be discharged or
delivered over to other custody before the expiration o f that
time under an order duly made for that purpose.
16— The committal or imprisonment o f a prisoner to or in
a prison, i f otherwise valid, shall not be illegal by reason
only that such prisoner ought, according to the law tor the time
being in force, to have been committed to or imprisoned
in some other prison; but any such prisoner as is mentioned in
this Section shall, on application made on his behalf in a sum
mary manner to a Judge o f the Supreme Court, or a Judge o f
a District Court, be entitled to be removed at the public ex
pense to such other prison as aforesaid.
Dis c ip l in e

Commitfcal to ft
wrong Prison*

Removal.

o p p r is o n e r s .

17 The requisitions o f this Law with respect to the sepa
ration o f prisoners are as follow s:—

As to separation of
prisoners, and pro
vision therefor.

1. In every prison, as many separate cells shall be pro
vided as the extent o f the building and the cir
cumstances o f the case w ill allow.

2.

In every prison, punishment-cells shall be provided or
appropriated for the confinement o f prisoners for
prison offences.
*

3. In a prison containing female prisoners as well as
male, the women shall be imprisoned in separate
buildings, or separate parts o f the same building,
in such manner as to prevent their seeing, con
versing, or holding any intercourse with the men 0
'I. No punishm ent-cell shall be used unless certified by
the Director to be furnished with the means o f
enabling the prisoner to communicate at any time
with an officer o f the prison, and uuless it can be
used as a punishment-cell without detriment to
the prisoner’s health.
38— Hard labour, for the purposes o f this Law, shall be o f two Hard labor; the
two classes thereof.
classes; the first class shall consist o f work at the tread wheel,
crank, shot-drill, quarrying, stone breaking, brickmaking, or
such other like description o f hard bodily labour as may bo
appointed by the G overnor; the second class shall consist
o f such other bodily labour as may be appointed by the
Governor ; and, in every prison where prisoners sen-

8
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fenced to hard labour are confined, adequate means shall he
provided for enforcing hard labour in accordance with the
Provisions of this Law :— Provided that employment in the
necessary services of the prison may, in the case of a limited
number of prisoners, to he selected by the jailer as a reward
for industry and good behaviour, be deemed to be hard labour
o f the second class.
Hard labor"for

19—Hard labour, for the purposes of this Law, as applied to
female prisoners shall consist o f such bard labour as has here
tofore been in use, or of such other description of bodily
labour as may from time to time be appointed by the Go
vernor. It shall he lawful for the Superintendent, in any case
where there may he lands belonging or appurtenant to the
prison without the walls thereof, but adjoining thereto, to
employ within the limits of such land any female prisoner
under sentence of hard labour, under the same Rules and Regu
lations as other prisoners are employed under like sentences
o f hard labour :— Provided that no female prisoner shall he
employed on any road or any public work.
PENAL SERVITUDE.

Employment of
prisoners sen
tenced to penal
•ervitnde.

20—Every pprson sentenced to penal servitude shall, during
the term, of liis servitude, be employed or otherwise kept to hard
labour in the prison, or on the public or parochial roads, or on
public or parochial works, and in such part of this Island as the
Governor shall by general or special order direct, and either in
irons or under such other restraint as may be necessary for
his safe custody ; And for the purpose of being so employed
every such person may he removed from one place to another,
cither by sea or land, or may he confined in any prison or
other place of confinement, or may otherwise be dealt with
for the safe custody of such person, as the Governor may
generally or specially order :— Provided that until the Gover
nor shall order as aforesaid every person sentenced to penal
servitude shall he imprisoned in the General Penitentiary,
and there kept to hard labour :— Provided also that every per
son who shall have been convicted of a capital offence, and
whose sentence has been commuted to penal servitude for
life, or for any shorter period, shall be confined in the Peni
tentiary.
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HIRINU OF CONVICT LABOUR.

the approval of the Governor, the Director may A b[t0employing
authorize the employment o f any person sentenced to penal fie oTp^rochiai1
servitude or imprisonment with hard labour, not being a person Roads or Works*
sentenced to such imprisonment subject to the conditional al
ternative o f release on payment of a fine, upon the public or
parochial roads, or upon public or parochial works, but with
such restriction as to the distance from the prison to which such
2)erson shall have been committed as the Governor may order.
2L — Subject to

22—There shall be paid for such labour, to the Super!nten-

Payment therefor,

dent o f the prison to which the convict belongs, by the Board
or Department employing such labour, at and after such a
rate as the Governor shall from time to time appoint.
23—All moneys received by the Superintendent of a prison
under the last Section shall, at the end of each month (or
oftener if the Governor shall so order), be paid into the Public
or Parochial Treasury ; and the Treasurer shall give the
Superintendent a receipt for such moneys.

Payment over of
moneys received
therefor.

2 —Every Superintendent receiving such moneys as aforesaid shall, at the expiration o f each month, make a return to
the Director o f all moneys so received by him, showing for what
particular labour the same was paid, the date of the payment,
from whom the money was received, and when it was paid
into the Treasury.

Returns as to

25— Eor the purposes o f this enactment the Director, subject to the approval o f the Governor, may hire suitable buildings, or purchase tents, for the accommodation and safe cus
tody o f the convicts employed as last hereinbefore mentioned.

Accommodation o f

4 s

S5M23L©

ployed,

TICKETS OF LEAVE.

26— It shall be lawful for the Governor, by an order in Power to grant
...
,
, x
I
.,
• n
.
,
and revoke licenses
writing, to grant to any convict undergoing sentence ol l m - to certain convicts
prisonment in the General Penitentiary for not less than one t0bo at large*
year, and against whom no previous conviction for any felony
or indictable misdemeanor has been recorded, a license to be at
large in this Island, or in such part thereof as in such license
shall be expressed, during such portion of his or her term o f
imprisonment, and upon such conditions in all respects, as to the
Governor shall seem fit; and it shall be lawful for the Governor
to revoke or alter such license by a like order at his pleasure.
n

•

10
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After one-third o f
sentence has been
undergone*

27— No such license shall he granted to any convict who
has not undergone one-third at the least of his or her sentence.

Effect o f license.

28— So ions: as such license shall continue in force and unrevoked, such convict shall not be liable to be imprisoned by
reason of his or her sentence, but shall be allowed to go and
remain at large according to the terms of such license.

Procedure on revo
cation o f license.

29—
Provided always that if it shall please the Governor to
revoke such license it shall be lawful for him, by writing
under his hand, to signify to any Justice that such license
has been revoked, and to require such Justice to issue his war
rant for the apprehension of the convict to whom such li
cense was granted; and such Justice shall issue his warrant
accordingly; and such warrant may be executed by any Con
stable in any part of this Island; and such convict, when
apprehended, shall be brought as soon as conveniently may
be before any Justice ; and such last-mentioned Justice shall
thereupon make out his warrant for the recommitment of
such convict to the Penitentiary, there to undergo the re
mainder of his original
sentence,' and such convict shall be so
O
recommitted accordingly.

Conditions of
license.

80— In every such license there shall be contained, in ad
dition to any other condition upon which the same may be
granted, the following conditions (that is to say) :—
First, the convict shall be bound to serve as an agricul
tural labourer such person as the Governor shall from
time to time appoint for one half of the period for
which such license shall have been granted;
Second, if the conduct of the convict shall have been good,
the remaining moiety of such period shall be remitted
to h im ;
Third, he shall be bound to serve as such labourer every
day in the year, except Sundays, Good Friday and
Christmas Day, and nine hours in each day, unless pre
vented by sickness;
Fourth, he shall be paid as wages by his employer at and
after the rate of ninepence a day, or such other rate as
the Governor shall determine, for each day (except as
aforesaid) on which he is ready and willing t 6 work, and
shall be provided by his employer with lodging and
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medical attendance, and, at the cominencement o f such
service, with a decent suit o f clothing.
31 — ^ I f anv such convict shall neglect his work, or be absent M isconduct o f
°
.
licensee, punishfrom it without leave, or attempt to abscond, or be guilty o f m ent thereof.
any other serious miscohduct, it shall be lawful for the Judge
o f any District Court, on the complaint o f the employer or his
agent,
and
after
hearing
the
accused,
to
make
out
his
warrant
O *
°
recommitting the offender to the General Penitentiary, there
to undergo the remainder of his original sentence.
’ : .

J

32— I f anv such employer shall be guilty o f a breach of any o f
i
«/
.
.
.
the conditions upon which the convict was received into his service, or shall assault or illtreat such convict, it shall be lawful for
any District Judge, an the complaint o f the party aggrieved, and
after hearing the defendant, to deal with the case as a complaint
under 5 Victoria, Chapter 43, and make an order accordingly.

J

33— Every
"

case under either o f the two last Sections shall
j
,
be reported by the adjudicating Judge to the Governor, who,
upon a successful complaint under the last Section, shall have
power to rescind the hiring, and transfer the services of the
complainant for the residue o f the term mentioned in his li
cense to some other employer than the defendant.

r*

M isconduct of eni-'
ployer, how to be
dealt with,
s

»*■ ^

••

plaints under1the
tw o last Sections,

IN SAN E PRISONERS.

34— i n

every case in which a prisoner undergoing sentence Procedure on priin any prison shall become insane, and the Surgeon o f such insane.ecommg
prison shall be o f opinion that such prisoner should be re1
moved to the Lunatic Asylum, it shall be the duty o f such
Surgeon forthwith to certify the same to the Governor.

35— The

Governor, upon being satisfied that such prisoner
as aforesaid is as stated in the certificate, shall sign and
tthnsmit to the Superintendent o f the prison where he is con
fined his (the Governor’s) warrant in writing authorizing such
Superintendent to deliver over such prisoner to the Medical
Superintendent o f the Lunatic Asylum, who is hereby required
to receive hnd treat him as an inmate.

H is rem oval to the

Byum*
•0 T

■ ***

*■ W

—As soon as any such transferred prisoner shall recover Procedure
hiis stoity, it shall be the duty of the Medical Superintendent reoovery*
o f the Asylum to certify the fact to the Governor.
gg

i ,

j*

.
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The Governor, on the receipt o f such last-mentioned
• *
P
_ ■
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•_«- yP .
certificate, shall forthwith sign and transmit to the Medical

0

# * *
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H is rem itter to

Prison or discharge.
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Superintendent of the Lunatic Asylum his warrant in writing
authorizing him,
if the sentence of the said prisoner has expired, to dis
charge such prisoner, or
if such sentence has not expired, to transfer such prisoner
hack to the prison whence he came, there to remain
for the unexpired period of his sentence.
LEPERS.
Oommiltal o f
lepers to the
Lepers* Prison

38—Any person afflicted with leprosy, yaws, or any disease
akin thereto, who is convicted of any offence, may he com
mitted for the term of his sentence to the prison or place for
the time being used as Lepers’ Prison.

,Removal o„f .
39—The Governor may from time to time direct that any
Leprous prisoners
.
#
I
,
.
thereto.
prisoner in any prison afflicted as above-mentioned shall be
removed to such Lepers’ Prison.

■

Rules as to dietary.

40—The

Governor shall make Bulbs for the supply to all
prisoners confined in prisons of a sufficient quantity of plain
and wholesome food, regard being had, so far as relates to
convicted criminal prisoners, to the nature of the labour re
quired from or performed by such prisoners, so that the allow
ance of food may be duly apportioned thereto, and shall cause
dietary tables to be framed for this purpose, and may from
time to time repeal or alter any Rules so made.
ft

Power to alter and
build Prisons.

Power to name
places as Prisons,
and to alter use o f
Prisons.

DIETARY.

ENLARGEMENT AND REBUILDING OF PRISONS.

41— Subject to the conditions hereinafter mentioned, the
Governor may alter, enlarge or rebuild, any of the prisons
of this Island, or may, if necessary, build other prisons in lieu
o f or in addition to any subsisting prisons.
42 —It shall be lawful for the Governor from time to time,
.
in

rGazette,
n

by order to be published
the Government
to
declare that any building heretofore in use as a prison of one
description shall, from the date of such order, be and be used
as a prison of a different description, and that any building not
heretofore in use as a prison shall be a prison of such descrip
tion as may be named in the order, and thereupon the same
shall be a prison accordingly within the meaning of this Law.
PURCHASE OF LAND.

Power to acquire
lands.

43—The Colonial Secretary, with the sanction of the Go
vernor, may purchase and hold such lands, and easements re
lating to lands, as may be required for the purposes of this
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Law ; and, to facilitate such purposes, The Lands Clauses Law,
1872, shall be incorporated with this Law, with the excep
tions and subject to the conditions hereinafter mentioned,
that is to say :—
(a ) There shall not be incorporated with this Law the
Sections aud Provisions of The Lands Clauses Law,
1872, follow ing :
Section 15, whereby it is provided that the capital is to
be subscribed before the compulsory powers are to be
put in force ;
,
Section 16, whereby it is provided that the certificate o f
the Justices shall be evidence that the capital has been
subscribed;
The Provisions relating to the entry upon lands by the
promoters o f the undertaking contained in Sections 59
to 65, both inclusive;
Section 81*, whereby a limit o f time for the compulsory
purchase o f land is imposed, or
The Provisions relating to access to the Special Law.
(l>) In the construction o f this Law and the said incor
porated Law, this Law shall be deemed to be the
Special Law, and the Colonial Secretary shall be deemed
to be the Promoter o f the undertaking, and the word
“ land” shall include any easement in or out o f lands.
(o ) The Colonial Secretary shall not, except in respect
o f lands contiguous to a prison, and required for the pur
pose o f enlarging a prison, or rendering it more com 
modious or safe, put in force the Provisions of the said
incorporated Law with respect to the purchase o f land
otherwise than by agreement.

Law 26 o f 1872
partially incorpo
rated.

D ISPO SA L OF UNNECESSARY PR ISO N S.

44—The Colonial Secretary may sell by public auction or pri
vate contract any prison, or land appertaining thereto, that
appears to be no longer required as a prison, and the money
arising from such sale shall be applied in aid o f the General

Salo o f Prison*.

Revenue o f this Island.
PR ISO N OFFENCES.

45—No

punishments or privations o f any kind shall be
awarded for prison offence* except by the Superintendent, or
as hereinafter mentioned.

Punishment for
Prison offences.

14
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Ez.tnnt.of Superin
tendent’s power to
deal with offences.

The Superintendent shall have power to hear complaints
respecting any of the offences following, that is to say:—
1. Disobedience of the Regulations of the prison by any
prisoner;
2. Common assaults by one prisoner upon another ;
3. Profane cursing and swearing by any prisoner ;
4. Indecent behaviour, not amounting to felony or at
tempt at felony, by any prisoner;
5. Irreverent behaviour at chapel by any prisoner ;
6. Insulting or threatening language by any prisoner to
any officer or prisoner ;
7. Absence from chapel without leave by any criminal
prisoner;
8. Idleness or negligence at work by any convicted cri
minal prisoner;
9. Wilful mismanagement of work by any convicted
criminal prisoner.
All the above acts are declared to be offences against prison
discipline; and it shall be lawful for the Superintendent to
examine any person touching such offences, and to determine
thereupon, and to punish such offences by ordering any offen
der, for any time not exceeding three days, to confinement in
a punishment cell, to be kept there upon bread and water.
And the Superintendent shall enter, in a separate book to be
called the “ Punishment Book,” a statement of the nature of any
offence that he has punished in pursuance of this Regulation,
with the addition of the name of the offender, the date of the
offence, and the amount of punishment inflicted.

Punishmont there

for.

Repeated offences
against Prison dis
cipline and more
serious offences ;—
how dealt with and
punished.

The P rison L aw , 1882 .

46—I f any prisoner is guilty of repeated offences against
prison discipline, or is guilty of any offence against prison
discipline which the Superintendent is not by this Law em
powered to punish, or of an unnatural crime, or of an attempt
at an unnatural crime, or of an escape or attempt to escape,
the Superintendent shall report the same to the Visiting Justices,
or one of them ; and any two of such Justices shall have power
to inquire upon oath and to determine concerning any matter
so reported to them, and to order the offender to be punished
by confinement in a punishment cell for any term not exceed
ing thirty days, and by corporal punishment :— Provided that
such last-mentioned punishment shall not be carried into
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•execution until tlie evidence taken in the case shall have
been certified by the Justices, and shall have been submit
ted to the Governor, and the sentences shall have been confirmed
by him ; hut tli at every person so offending and being so sentenced
shall be put in close confinement until the pleasure o f the
Governor shall be know n:— Provided also that no such lastmentioned punishment shall in any case extend to female
prisoners.
47— No person shall be put in irons, or under mechanical
restraint, by the Superintendent o f any prison, except in case of
urgent necessity; and the particulars o f every such case shall be
forthwith entered in the Superintendent’s Journal, and notice
forthwith given thereof to the Director ; and no prisoner shall
be kept in irons or under mechanical restraint for more than
twenty-four hours without an order in writing from a Visit
ing Justice, specifying the cause thereof, and the time during
which the prisoner is to be kept in irons or under mechanical
restraint, which order shall be presented by the Superintendent
as his warrant.
48— All corporal punishments shall be attended by the
Superintendent and the Surgeon.

As to m echanical
restraint.

As to infliction o f
corporal punish
ment.

The Surgeon shall give such orders for preventing injury to
health as he may deem necessary, and it shall be the duty o f the
Superintendent to carry them into effect; and the Superinten
dent shall enter in the “ Punishment Book” the hour at which
the punishment is inflicted, the number o f lashes, and any
order which the Surgeon may have given on the occasion.

49—Corporal

punishment for a prison offence in the case
o f prisoners over eighteen years o f age shall be inflicted with
a cat or tamarind rod, and in the case o f prisoners under that
a<?e with a tamarind rod.
The instruments in both cases shall be o f a pattern approved

Instru: •I ontto bo
used.

by the Governor.

50—The

number o f lashes inflicted on a prisoner over
eighteen shall not exceed thirty-six, or on a prisoner under
that age,eighteen.
........
'
i - .

51— I f

any prisoner shall, at any time during the term for
which he shall have been sentenced to be imprisoned, break
prison, or escape or attempt to escape, either from the place of

Maximum num ber
o f lashes.

Punishment for
escapes, and
attempts at escape.
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his original confinement, or from the prison to which he shall
have been ordered to be removed, or in the course of his convey
ance, either to the place in which he shall have in the first in
stance been sentenced to be confined, or to the prison to which
he shall have been ordered to be removed, or from the officer or
person having the lawful custody of his person, or of the prison
from which he shall so break or escape, such prisoner shall, on
conviction thereof, be liable, at the discretion of the Court, to
be imprisoned with hard labour for any term not exceeding
two years.
Escape o f prisoner
employed on Pub
lic or Parochial
W orks or Boads.

52— If any prisoner ordered to be employed on any road
or thoroughfare, or upon any undertaking of a public or paro
chial nature, shall escape or attempt to escape from the
custody of any officer or person to whom the custody of such
prisoner shall have been committed, such prisoner shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be liable to and shall suffer
the punishment provided by Law in the case of a prisoner
escaping from any prison in which he is confined.

Aiding, &c-, pri
soner to escape.

53—Every person who aids any prisoner in breaking prison,
or in escaping or attempting to escape from any prison or
custody as aforesaid, or who, with intent to facilitate the escape
of any prisoner, conveys or causes to be conveyed into any
prison or to any prisoner any mask, dress or other disguise,
any tool or weapon, or any letter, or any other article or thing
calculated to facilitate such escape, (whether such escape be
effected or attempted or not,) shall, on conviction, be sentenced
to imprisonment with hard labor for any term not exceeding
two years:—Provided always that after the commencement of
the Criminal Code no person shall be prosecuted or punished
under this or either of the two preceding Sections if his
offence falls within the Provisions of the said Code.

Illegal introduc
tion o f spirits, to
bacco, &c., into
Prisons, or the
supply theroof to
prisoners;—

54—Every person who, contrary to the Peg illations of the
prison, brings or attempts by any means whatever to intro
duce into any prison, or to supply to any prisoner lawfully
employed outside the walls of any prison, any spirituous or
fermented liquor or tobacco, and every officer of a prison
who suffers any spirituous or fermented liquor or tobacco
to be sold or used therein, or to be supplied to any prisoner as
aforesaid, contrary to the Prisons Regulations, shall, on convic-
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viction before any District Court, be sentenced to imprisonment with or without hard labour for any term not exceeding
six months, or to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, or
both, in the discretion o f the Court; and every officer o f a
prison convicted under this Section shall, in addition to any
other punishment, forfeit his office and all arrears o f salary
due to him, and all claim to a retiring pension.

P en a lty therefor.

Everv person other than an officer o f a prison who,

in trod u ction in to
Ppikod o f olfce*

55—

J

.

r

-

I

.

•

i

contrary to the Regulations o f any prison, conveys or attempts prohibitedarticled•:»
to convey into such prison any letter or other document, or
any article whatever not allowed by such Regulations, shall, on
conviction beiore any District Court, incur A penalty not ex
ceeding ten pounds.
56 — No prisoner who has been convicted and punished D ou ble punishmm
+
I
• i .
ment fo r escape
for an escape, or attempt to escape, by the prison authorities, not allowed.
shall be liable to be indicted under Sections 51 or 52.
D ISC H A R G E OF

PR ISO N E R S.

57— A ny prisoner confined in a prison whose term o f im prisonment would, according to his sentence, expire on a
Sunday, shall be entitled to his discharge on the Saturday

A s to discharge
■when sentence ex*
pirea on Sunday.

next preceding.
5 8 — Previous to the liberation from

any prison o f any
prisoner who shall have been previously settled in, or
shall have been committed from, some Parish other than
that in which the prison is situate, any Visiting Justice may,
i f he sees cause, give an order, in writing, to put such pri
soner in charge o f the Constabulary, to be conveyed to the
Parish to which he shall have belonged, so arranging the
time that the liberation o f such prisoner, at such last-men
tioned Parish, shall he upon the day on which the sentence
w ill determ ine; and it shall be the duty o f the Constable, in
every case, to give notice to the Inspector o f Constabulary o f
the Parish, or to one o f the Serjeants o f Constabulary, that
such prisoner has been set at large, with a description o f his
person, and the Superintendent o f the Prison from which
such prisoner shall he about to he conveyed as aforesaid shall
pay -to the Constable in whose custody he is placed, for the
laintenance o f such prisoner, such sum as he shall consider

P ow er to convey
prisoner to the
Parish to which
he previottaiy
belonged, and
there discharge
hi
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necessary, not exceeding ninepence for every twenty miles
such prisoner may have to be conveyed.
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

59—Judgment of death to be executed upon any prisoner
death to beexo-° shall be carried into effect, as heretofore, within the walls ot
onted.
the prison in which the offender is confined at the time
o f execution, by the Superintendent of such prison.
Where and b y

W hat officers to bo
present.

60—The Surgeon of the prison, and such other officers of
the prison as the Superintendent requires, shall be present at
the execution.

What other per
sons may be pre
sent.

61—Any Justice of the Peace, and such relatives of the pri
soner or other persons as it may seem to the Superintendent
or the Visiting Justices of the prison proper to admit within
the prison for the purpose, may also be present at the execu
tion.

Certificate o f
deftth*

62—As soon as may be after judgment of death has been
executed on the prisoner, the Surgeon of •the prison shall
examine the body, and shall ascertain the fact of death, and
shall sign a certificate thereof according to the Form in
Schedule A to this Law annexed, and deliver the same to the
Superintendent.

Declaration that
judgment o f death
nas been executed.

63—The Superintendent of the prison, and such Justices
and other persons present as the Superintendent may require
or allow, shall also sign a declaration to the effect that judg
ment of death has been executed on the prisoner, according
to the Form in Schedule A to this Law annexed.

inquest on body.

64<—It shall be the duty of the Superintendent to give
notice to the Coroner of the jurisdiction to which the prison
belongs wherein judgment of death is to be executed on any
prisoner, and such Coroner shall within twelve hours after
the execution hold an inquest on the body of the prisoner,
and the Jury at the inquest shall inquire into and ascertain
the identity of the body, and whether judgment of death was
duly executed on the prisoner, and the inquisition shall be in
duplicate, and one of the originals shall be delivered to the
Superintendent.
No officer of the prison or prisoner confined therein shall in
any case be a juror on the inquest.

[Ch 18.]
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—The Governor shall from time to time make such
Regulations,
to
be
observed
on
the
execution
o
f
judgment
o
f
HQ
death in prisons, as he may from time to time deem expedient
for the purpose o f guarding* against any abuse in such execu
tion, and o f giving greater solemnity to the same, and of
making known without the prison walls the fact that such
65

C19
R egulations os to

execution is taking place.
06 — I f anv person shall knowingly and w ilfully sign any Punishment for

J
L
.
false certificate or declaration required by tins

T

.

i

n

false certificate o r
declaration,

Law he shall
he guilty o f a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall
be liable, at the discretion o f the Court, to imprisonment for
any term not exceeding two years, with or without hard
labour, and with or without solitary confinement.
a t __Everv certificate and declaration, and the duplicate of P ublication o f cer_
. .. .
.
,
" , tiueate and dec!*the inquisition required by this Law, shall m each case be sent ration.
3y the Superintendent to the Governor ; and printed copies of
die certificate and declaration shall as soon as possible be exlibited, and shall for twenty-four hours at least be kept ex
hibited, on or near the principal entrance o f the prison within
which judgment o f death has been executed.
The
duties
and
powers
in
respect
o
f
the
infliction
o
f
E xercise b y acting
6S
J

A

*

officers o f powers
vested in certain

japital punishment by this Law imposed on or vested,
n the Superintendent may be performed by and shall be 0 cere'
rested in his lawful deputy acting in his absence and with his
luthoritv, and the duties by this Law imposed on the Superin;endent o f the prison may be performed by the Superintendent
>r other Chief Officer o f the prison, and the duties and powers
jy this Law imposed on or vested in the Surgeon may be per
formed by and shall be vested in the Chief Medical Officer o f
;he prison, or the person for the time being acting as the M e-

lical Officer o f the prison.
69—The omission to comply with any Provision o f this Law Effect of omi»ihall not make the execution o f judgment o f death illegal in
Miy case where such execution would otherwise have been legal.
70__Except in so far as is hereby otherwise provided, ju d g- judgment ot
■H I
r
. . , . H
, . I,
_ _ ___ death, how to be
ment o f death shall be carried into effect in the same manner, carried into effect#
as i f this Law had not passed.
. MISCELLANEOUS.

jurisdiction
71 ■It shall be the duty o f the Coroner having
111
5
i
l the place w here any prison is situate to hold an inquest in
v

_______

Inquests on prison
ers dyin g in P riB O n .l
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the case of every prisoner who may die within such prison.
In no case shall any officer of the prison, or any person con
fined in the prison, or any person dealing with the prison as
tradesman or contractor, be a juror on such inquest.
Prohibition
against officers,
servants or V isit
ing Justices, deriv
ing benefit from
contracts or receiv
ing gratuities.

72— No Superintendent, officer or servant, or Visiting
Justice, of any prison shall, nor shall any person in trust for
or employed by him, have any interest in or derive any bene
fit or advantage, direct or indirect, from any contract or
agreement made in respect of the prison of which he is such
officer, servant or Visiting Justice.
And this prohibition shall extend to the Director in respect
of all prison contracts and agreements whatsoever.
No officer or servant of a prison shall receive, directly or
indirectly, any fee or gratuity or present from or on behalf
of any contractor or person tendering any contract with the
prison, nor from or on behalf of any prisoner or prisoner’s
friend, on any pretext whatsoever.

Prohibition o f
bard labor, &c., on
Sundays, Christ
ine s Day and Good
Friday. •

73— No prisoner shall be employed at hard labour on Sun
days, Christmas Day or Good Friday.
And this Regulation shall extend to prisoners to whom a
ticket-of-leave shall have been granted in respect of their
labour under such ticket-of-leave.

Classification and
treatment o f cer
tain prisoners.

74s—The Governor may from time to time make, repeal,
alter or add to, Rules with respect to the classification
and treatment of prisoners
imprisoned for non-compliance with the order of a Justice
or Justices to pay a sum of money,
or imprisoned in respect of the default of a distress to sa
tisfy a sum of money adjudged to be paid by order o f a
Justice or Justices,
so that such Rules are in mitigation and not in increase of the
tfOVerity of their treatment as regulated by this Law.

Power as to re
moval o f stone,
gravelv&c*» from
R ock Fort or any

75—It shall be lawful for the Governor from time to time,
subject to Regulations to be by him established, to authorize
any person or public department to take and carry away, from
Rock Fort or from any prison, stone, marl or gravel, for the
repair of the public or parochial roads, or for any other
purpose.
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' 7 6 — It
„

shall be lawful for the Governor, from time to time Salesman, his apj - i x i
pointment and
as it may appear necessary, to appoint a person to be the duties.
Salesman for any prisoh,
:
v t> : *■ :
The duties o f such Salesman shall be to sell and dispose of
articles made and manufactured in the prison, and to keep re
gular and correct accounts o f the articles sold, the parties to
whom sold, and o f all sums o f money received by him in pay
ment o f the same, or in payment o f any demands now due
and owing to the public by any person or persons for bricks,
lime or other articles, had or obtained at any time previous to
the passing o f this Law from the prison, which he may collect
or gather in or sue for and recover from the parties owing
the same.
~
77— The Salesman shall pay into the hands o f the Trea- Salesman to pay
,,
*
.
j•
,
receipts to Trea
surer every sum or money which he may receive from time to surer;
time for bricks lime and other articles sold from the prison,
- v* • , or for work done by the prisoners in the prison, as often as
and whenever the same shall amount to the sum o f Thirty
Pounds or upwards.
1

1

1

c

1 0 1 * , ,

78—The Treasurer shall carry to the credit of the prison
expenditure account, in the books o f the public, all such sums
o f money as shall be paid to him by such Salesman under the
authority o f this Law ; and all monies so paid to such Trea
surer shall be deemed and taken to be monies belonging to
the public o f this Island.
#

r •f > | l '

•'

i

How such pay
ments to bo cre
dited and dealt
with.

79 It shall he lawful for the Salesman aforesaid to sue for Power to Salesman
to sue for moneys
and recover, in his own name, in any Court o f Record in this due for work done
Island, any sum o f money which may at any time hereafter 111prison,
be due aud owing, by any person whomsoever, for any article
made and manufactured or -work done in the prison ; and the
monies which shall at any time be recovered, collected and
received, for or in satisfaction o f such judgments, or any o f
them, shall be paid to the Treasurer as aforesaid, and by him
carried to the credit o f the prison expenditure account as
aforesaid:— Provided that the Salesman aforesaid shall not
institute legal proceedings against any person without having
•

first obtained the consent or direction o f the Superintendent:—
Provided also that it shall be lawful for the said Salesman
to take credit in his accounts for all such expenses as may

•
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be incurred in suing for and recovering any of tlio aforesaid
demands.
Duties o f Surgeons
as to attend ance,
reports and Jour
nals.*

80— Every Surgeon of a prison now in office, or hereafter
to be appointed, shall attend at the prison to which lie is or
shall be appointed, at such time or times as may be fixed by
the Rules and Regulations applicable to such prison, and he
shall report every three months to the Director the condition
of the prison, and the state o f the health of the prisoners and
inmates under his care; he shall keep a Journal, in which ho
shall enter the date of every attendance in the performance
c f his duty, with any observations which may occur to him
in the execution thereof, which Journal shall be kept in the
prison, and be at all times open to the inspection of the Visit
ing Justices, who shall, every three months, sign the same in
proof of its having been produced to them.

Hospitals and
nurses to Prisons.

81— One or more apai’tments, properly ventilated, shall be
set apart in each prison as a hospital or sick ward for
diseased or sick prisoners, and shall be so arranged as to keep
the sexes separate, and necessary nurses shall bo provided to
attend such prisoners in such hospital.

Pow er to call in
consulting medical
man in certain
cases.

82— Upon the appearance of any severe sickness among the
inmates of the Penitentiary, it shall be lawful for the Director,
from time to time as occasion may require, to call in the
assistance of a second medical practitioner for the purpose
of consultation only, and the Governor shall direct such
medical practitioner to be paid such remuneration as, accord
ing to the number of his visits, shall he considered ade
quate.

Medical examina
tion of prisoner
before removal to
another prison.

83—No order shall be made for the removal of any nrisoner
from any prison to another until he shall have been examined
by the Surgeon of the prison in which lie shall be confined,
who shall report the state of his health ; and no prisoner
shall be so removed unless he shall be so reported to be free
from acute dangerous or infectious diseases, and fit to bo
removed to another prison.

Unfit prisons not
to bo used to im
prison persons.

84— It shall not be lawful to imprison any person in any
prison which the Governor shall certify by any writing, under
his hand, directed to the Director, and published in the
Gazette, to be unfit to be used as a prison.

T
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85—I f any suit or action is prosecuted against any person
for anything done in pursuance of this Law, such person may
plead generally that he denies the averments in the statement
Of claim, and give this Law and the special matter in evidence
at any trial to be had thereupon, and that the same was done
by the authority o f this Law ; and if a verdict passes for the
defendant, or the plaintiff becomes non-suit, or discontinues
his action, or if, upon demurrer or otherwise, judgment be
given against the plaintiff, the defendant shall recover double
costs, and have a like remedy for the same as defendants
have by law in other cases; And though a verdict be given
for the plaintiff in any such action such plaintiff shall not
have costs against the defendant unless the Jud 2re before
whom the trial takes place certifies his approbation of the
action, and o f the verdict obtained thereon.

Actions for any
thing done in.-para
s nance of- ttji& •?. Law; pleading and
CUbts.

86— All actions, suits and prosecutions, commenced against
any person for anything done in pursuance o f this Law shall
be commenced within one calendar month after the cause of
action arose and not otherwise.

Time lim it to such
actions.

87 Persons convicted and sentenced to imprisonment with
hard labour shall be deemed and taken to be misdemeanants
o f the second class ; persons convicted o f any misdemeanour
and sentenced to imprisonment without hard labour shall
be deemed and taken to be misdemeanants of the first
olass.

Classes of.m isdemeanants defi

88—It shall be lawful for the Governor, with regard to any Power to remove
prisoner apparently under the age o f sixteen years, who is to^eformaton^**
detained in any prison under any sentence on conviction of
any offence punishable with penal servitude, and who might
lawfully, instead o f receiving such sentence, have been ordered
to be detained in a Reformatory, to order such prisoner to be
transferred to and detained in a Reformatory until he shall
arrive at the age o f sixteen years.
•
Any such order under the hand o f the Governor shall be
sufficient warrant to the Superintendent o f the Reformatory
named therein for the reception and detention of such pri
soner, and on any such order being made the sentence o f such
prisoner shall be deemed to be commuted to detention in a
Reformatory to all intents and purposes.

[Ch. 18.]
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VISITING JUSTICES.

Appointment of
V isitin g Justices.

89—It shall be lawful for the Governor from time to time
to appoint, in respect of each of the said, prisons, two or more
persons, being Justices of the Peace, who shall be Visiting
Justices of such prison, and possess the powers and perform
the duties in this Law specified, and from time to time to fill
up vacancies in the appointment.

Ex officio V isiting

Justices.

of Visiting Justicee.
••

% I

0*

JR *

^

'

°

District Courts, and the Stipendiary Magistrates, shall in
virtue of their office be Visiting Justices of all the said prisons,
and shall severally have and exercise the powers of two Visit
ing Justices.

Duties and powers
f

90 — The Judges of the Supreme Court, the Judges of the

l

• •

Power o f Justices
to vidit and ex
amine prisons,
&

c .

91—One or more of the \isitmg Justices shall from time to
.
.
,
. .
, .
time, and at frequent intervals, visit and inspect the prison
for which they are appointed, and shall examine into the
state of the buildings so as to form a judgment as to the re
pairs, additions or alterations, which may appear necessary,
strict regard being had to the requisition of this Law with
respect to the separation of prisoners and enforcement of
hard labour in prisons, and shall further examine into the
conduct of the respective officers, and the treatment and con
duct of the prisoners, the means of setting them to work, the
amount of their earnings, and the expenses attending the
prison, and shall inquire into all abuses and irregularities
within the prison, and shall hear any complaints which may
be made to them by the prisoners, and shall take cognisance
of any matters of pressing necessity, and regulate the same,
and shall, whenever required, make a report upon any matter
that may be referred to them to the Governor.
92— Any Justice of the Peace may, when he thinks fit,
enter into and examine the condition of any prison, and of
the prisoners therein, and he may enter any observations he
may think fit to make in reference to the condition of the
prison, or abuses therein, in the “ Visitors’ Book,” and it shall
be the duty of the Superintendent to draw the attention o f
the Visiting Justices at their next meeting to any entries
made in the said book.

[Oh. 18.]
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PART II.
LA W OF PRISONS.

98— The Superintendent of every prison shall deliver or
cause to he delivered to the Judge on circuit a calendar of
all prisoners in custody for trial at the Circuit Court.

Calendar o f pri
soners for trial.

94—
A prisoner may he brought up for trial, and may be
Rem oval o f pri
soners for trial.
removed by or under the direction of the Superintendent from
one prison to another, or from one place of confinement to
another, for the purpose of being tried or undergoing his sen
tence.
95— Prisoners may from time to time be removed from one
Rem oval o f pri
soners to other
prison to another prison or place o f confinement by order of prisons.
the -Governor.
96— All prisoners, whether under sentence or not, shall,
while being taken to or from any prison, walk to or from
such prison, upon being required to do so "by the officer in
charge, unless they are physically incapable of the exertion ;
and any prisoner who, without lawful excuse, refuses to
comply with this Regulation shall he deemed to have offended
against the prison discipline of the prison to which he has
been or shall be committed, and punishable accordingly.

Duty of prisoners
to walk to and from
prison.

i

PART III.
REPEAL OF ACTS AND LA W S, AND SAVING CLAUSES.

97— After the commencement o f this Law, there shall be
repealed the several Acts and Laws specified in the Schedule
B. hereto, to the extent in the said Schedule mentioned.
No repeal hereby enacted shall affect—
1. Any order made, sentence passed, or act or thing
duly done, under any of the Acts or Laws hereby
repealed;
2. Any right or privilege acquired, any security given,
or other liability incurred, under any Act or Law
hereby repealed;
3. Any penalty, forfeiture or other punishment, incurred
in respect of any offence against any Act or Law
hereby repealed;
4. Any appointment to an office made under any Act or
Law hereby repealed, or any power of removing

Repealing clause.

Saving clauses.

26
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the holder of such office, or otherwise dealing with
such office as respects the existing holder thereof
in manner provided by any Act or Law hereby re
pealed ;
m
’* •

^
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5. The power of committing prisoners to any prison, ex
cept in so far as the same may be altered in pur
suance of powers given by this Law.
Construction o f
Laws referring to
Laws hereby re
pealed.

98—Any unrepealed Act or Law in which reference is made
to any Act or Law hereby repealed shall be construed as if in
such first-mentioned Act or Law reference had been made to
the corresponding Provisions of this Law.

SCHEDULE A.
Certificate o f Surgeon.
I, A. B.,. the Surgeon (as the case may he) of the (describe
prison) hereby certify that I this day examined the body of
C. D., on whom judgment of death was this day executed in
the (describe same prison) and that on that examination I
found that the said C. D. was dead.
Dated this

dity of

18
(Signed)

A. B.

Declaration o f Superintendent and Others.
We, the undersigned, hereby declare that judgment of
death was this day executed on C. D. in the (describe prison)
in our presence.
day of

Dated this
(Signed)

18
E. E.j Superintendent.
L. M., Justice of the Peace.
€r. H., Gaoler of &c., &c.

The Prison Law, 1882.
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SCHEDULE B.
List o f Acts cmd Laws repealed.
Title of Act or Law.
18 Vie.
18 Vie.
20 Vic.
21 Vic.

cap.
cap.
cap.
cap.

Extent, of Repeal.

22
23
11
14

21 Vic. cap. 16
24 Vic. cap. 19
24 Vic. cap. 22
26 Vic. cap. 18
28 Vic. cap. 22
Law 5 o f 1867
Law 20 o f 1867
Law 40 o f 1867
Law 36 o f 1868
Law 3 o f 1869
Law 22 o f 1869
Law 28 o f 1872
Law 35 o f 1872
Law 10 o f 1873
Law 15 o f 1874
Law 1 of 1875

,
i

The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
Sections 7 to 17, both in
clusive.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
The 14th Section.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
Sections 1 and 2.
The whole.
The 36th and 37th Sec
tions.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
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JA M A IC A — L A W 19 OF 1882.
The Railway Extension Loan Laws, 1880, Amendment Law, 1882.
[23rd May, 1882.']
HEREAS the schemes for the extension of the Jamaica Preamble.
Railway were, prior to the passing o f Law 8 o f 1880,
laid before and approved o f by the Legislative Council, and
thereupon the said Law was enacted with a view to giving
effect to the same :—
Jsister

W

And Whereas it was an essential part of the said schemes
that water should be procured for the use o f the said Rail
ways, and for the purpose of working the same and the traffic
thereon, from divers places at a distance from the said Rail
ways, and conducted to the said Railways :—
And Whereas it was necessary for effecting this purpose
that the Director o f Roads should have power conferred upon
him compulsorily to take land for this purpose, and also to
take such quantity o f water as he might deem necessary, on
paying proper compensation to any person whose lands might
be injuriously affected thereby :—
And Whereas the language of the said Law has been held
nevertheless not to express this purpose:—
And Whereas, in consequence, divers persons whose lands
are deemed by the Director of Roads necessary for the pur
poses of the said schemes refuse to part with their lands, or to
allow the Director o f Roads to take water whereby their lands
may be injuriously affected, except upon their own terms :—
And Whereas it is expedient that the omission to give the
powers aforesaid should be rectified, so as to give power to the
Director o f Roads compulsorily to acquire lands for the pur
poses aforesaid, and also to take water as aforesaid, on pay-

2
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ment of compensation to be assessed in the same manner as in
other cases where land is taken for the purpose of, or injuri
ously affected by, the said Railways :—
And Whereas it is expedient further to amend the Railway
Extension Loan Laws, 1880:—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of
the Island of Jamaica, as follows :—
Incorporation of
Laws.

Interpretation

clause.

1— “ The Railway Extension Loan Laws, 1880,” and this
Law shall be read and taken together as one Law, and may he
cited together as “ The Railway Extension Loan Laws, 18801882”
2— The “ "Undertaking” and “ The Works” shall include,
beyond the matters referred to in Section 4 of Law 17 of 1880,
the supplying of the Railways with water to be used in the
construction of the same, and in working the traffic thereon.
HI

#

Extension of
Powers under Law
8 of 1880, Section
28.

3 —The power conferred by Section 28 of Law 8 of 1880 on
the Director of Roads to acquire such lands and hereditaments
as he might deem necessary for the purpose there mentioned
shall he deemed to extend to the acquisition of such lands
and hereditaments as he may deem necessary from time to
time for the purpose of enabling him to supply the Railways
authorized to be constructed by the said Law with water for
the use of the locomotive engines to be employed thereon, and
otherwise for the use of the said Railways; and for the purpose
of enabling
O him,7 his workmen and servants, to travel to and
fro with horses and carts along the line of the pipe, conduit
or channel, from the line of Railway to the place where such
water is taken in.
\
■

Powers of Director
of Roads for acquir
ing and using water.

4—It shall be lawful for the Director of Roads, from time
to time, to take water from any river, stream, water-course,
lake, pond or other place, whenever he may deem it neces
sary to do so for the purpose of the undertaking, or for the
purpose of running traffic on the Railways; and for the pur
pose of conducting such water into any pipe, conduit or chan
nel, to bp laid down or constructed by him, to erect any da]
or any works in the bed of any such river, stream, water-course,
lake or pond as aforesaid, as he may deem necessary for the
purpose.
■' ■
In case he shall take water from any place as aforesaid
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by conducting the same by means of any pipe, conduit or
channel, to the line of Railway, he shall not be in any way li
mited as to the quantity of water he may so take, nor shall he
be restricted to using such water merely for the purposes
mentioned in the first part of this Section.
He shall make compensation to all parties interested in such
'
water in respect of any lands or tenements injuriously affected
by the exercise of the powers conferred by this Section.

Jjj

Compensation in
reaped thereof.

In case the said pipe, conduit or channel, shall at anytime
thereafter be enlarged so that the quantity of water capable
of being taken is increased, fresh compensation shall be made
to the parties aforesaid in respect of any lands or tenements
injuriously affected by the abstraction of such additional quan
tity of water.
.....

. . , ..

Such compensation, if not settled by agreement, shall
be settled in the manner prescribed by “ The Lands Clauses
Law, 1872/'
Provided that the mere fact of any diminution of the quan- Proviso;
tity of water in any river, stream, water-course, lake or pond,
as aforesaid, shall not of itself entitle any such parties to any
compensation, without proof by them that such diminution
has caused or is likely to cause actual and appreciable pecu
niary damage to such l
a
n
d
s
* '
And Provided that no claim for compensation for damage Proviso,
sustained or likely to be sustained by reason of any diminu
tion in the quantity of such water shall be allowed unless the
same is sued for within two years after construction, from
time to time, of the works causing such diminution.
5— It shall be lawful for the Director of Roads to carry any Power to carry
pipe, conduit or channel, by which he may propose to conduct roads! ^ under
any water to the said Railways, under any Main or Parochial
Road, and for the purpose, from time to time, of laying or re
pairing any such pipe, or constructing or repairing such con
duit or channel, to break up the surface of any such road,
making proper provision for the passage meanwhile of public
traffic along the same, and making good any damage he may
have done to such road.
ygj
6— The Provisions of Section 32 of “ The Railway Extension Fchms.

4
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Loan Law, 1880,” as to the erection and maintenance of fences
on each side of the Railways authorized by the said Law
shall not be deemed to apply to any land taken in exercise of
the powers conferred by this Law.
•

«

'

. 4

E xtenaion of powers
conferred by Law 32
of 1879, Section 5.

7— The Director of Roads shall have, in relation to any
Railways authorized by the said Law to he constructed by him,
the same powers, rights and privileges, as have already been
conferred upon him by Section 5 of Law 32 of 1879, in
respect of the Railway authorized to he purchased by the
Government by that Law; and, in particular, both he and all
persons employed or authorized by him in that behalf shall
have the right to run locomotive engines upon any Railway
the construction or management of which is vested in him.

As to deposits and
Bond under. Law 26
of 1872.

8— In cases in which the Director of Roads, as the Promoter
of the Undertaking, shall be desirous of entering upon any
lands before an agreement shall have been come to, or valua
tion made, or judgment given, for the purchase money or
compensation to be paid by.hirn in respect of such lands, it
shall not be necessary for him to make any deposit in the
Treasury as required by Section 60 of “ The Lands Clauses Law,
1872 and the requirements of the said Section as to giving a
Bond shall be deemed to be’sufficiently complied with, if he
shall give the Bond referred to in the said Section under his
hand and seal, hut without any sureties, as therein required, in
a penal sum equal to the sum required by the said Section to
be deposited in the Treasury in the case of other Promoters ;
and upon such Bond being delivered or tendered, as by the
said Section required, the Director of Roads shall have the
same powers as to entering upon and using such lands as if
he had fully complied with all the requirements of the said
60th Section.
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